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Chapter 1
THE PROBLEM
An overview of the problem addressed in the following study .is
explored in Chapter 1.

Specifically, Chapter 1 contains eight parts:

(a) introduction, (b) problem statement, (c) purpose, (d) importance,
(e) assumptions, (f) limitation, (g) definition of terms, and (h) summary
and organization of the study.
Introduction
Student organizations have had an increasing

i~pact

on vocational

education since 1928 when the Future Farmers of America was established.
The last half century has seen the number and popularity of such
organizations increase to eight, representing each program area in
vocational education with a combined 1977-1978 school year membership
of 1,662,198 (Askari, 1978--See Appendix A for

d~tailed

information).

The National Advisory Council on Vocational Education emphasized
the importance of vocational student organizations in a 1972 report to
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

They stated,

"We believe that vocational student organizations are a neglected
resource which can make great contributions toward expanding the
options available to our Nation's student body" (p. i).
In 1975, the Vocational Industrial Clubs of America (VICA)
responded to national emphasis on student organizations by expanding
its range of activities to include collegiate chapter members.
collegiate organization was formed primarily to provide training
1
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opportunities for future VICA advisors pursuing degrees in vocational
industrial education at teacher education institutions.

However, an

appropriate list of goals was not developed during the emergence of
the organization.
In recent years the growth pattern of the collegiate VICA
organization has suggested that a further refinement of its mission
is needed to meet the future challenges of trade and industrial education.
Expanded emphasis was placed on the collegiate VICA organization at the
1978 American Vocational Association Convention, when VICA's Executive
Director called for greater support and development of the collegiate
organization within the VICA structure.

He stated that the collegiate

organization could serve as a valuable "training ground" for teaching
potential trade, industrial, technical and health occupations instructors
to be future VICA advisors.

At the conclusion of his comments he called

for the formulation of goals to provide direction to this newly
established organization (Johnson, 1978).
Problem Statement
Although the collegiate organization of VICA was officially established in 1975, an appropriate list of goals has not been developed.

The

problem addressed in this study was the lack of specific direction for
the collegiate VICA organization.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this developmental study was the formulation of
goals for the collegiate organization of VICA.

These goals were

identified and prioritized by obtaining a consensus from thirty VICA
consultants using the Delphi research methodology.

3

Importance of the Study
The identification of goals for the collegiate organization of
VICA should:
1.

provide the National VICA staff, VICA's Board of
Directors and collegiate VICA members a list
of goals for the collegiate organization of
VICA which represents thoughtful and reflective
thinking of thirty consultants associated with
VICA;

2.

provide the National VICA staff and VICA's Board
of Directors with information from which to make
decisions for future directions and plan appropriate
activities for VICA's collegiate organization;

3.

provide accountability criteria upon which the
collegiate VICA program can be developed, implemented, and evaluated _at the local, district,
state and national level; and

4.

provide a basis for development of specific
objectives by the National VICA Staff, VICA's
Board of Directors, and members of the collegiate
VICA organization.

Assumptions of the Study
Based upon the Delphi research methodology used in this study,
the following assumptions have been made:

4

1.

The thirty-member panel of consultants used for the
formulation of goals for the Collegiate VICA organization reflects the opinion of the National VICA
leaders and VICA Collegiate organization members and
qualify as consultants in the_ field of VICA;

2.

The lexical analyst used in the study did not
inappropriately influence the intent or results
of the study; and

3.

The advisory conunittee used in the study did not
inappropriately influence the intent or results
of the study.

Limitation of the Study
This study utilized a panel of consultants who were purposively
nominated and selected to participate in the study.

This panel con-

sisted of ten national VICA leaders, ten collegiate VICA organization
chapter advisors, six collegiate VICA organization chapter officers
and the four members of the national Collegiate VICA Planning Council.
Therefore, the study is limited to the knowledge, expertise and
reflective thinking of these thirty VICA consultants.
Definition of Terms
In order to facilitate clear and accurate conununication in the
reading of this study, definitions of certain key terms used are
provided:·
Consultant.

An individual who has demonstrated extensive

involvement in VICA as evidenced by nationally recognized experiences
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including student VICA officers, collegiate VICA advisor, teacher
educator, state supervisor of trade and industrial education, state
director of VICA, VICA's

board of directors, VICA's national staff,

or resource person on national matters.
Delphi Technique.

A research methodology designed to system-

atically solicit, collate, and rank expert opinions through a series of
intensive questionnaires interspersed with controlled opinion feedback
(Linstone and Turoff, p. 10).
Goal.

A statement of condition that is to be attained.

Organization.

Associations of persons grouped together around

the pursuit or attainment of goals (Etzioni, 1961; Sofer, 1972).
Trade and Industrial Education.

The program of vocational

education designed to develop manipulative skills, safety judgments,
trade ethics, leadership abilities, technical knowledge, and related
occupational information to prepare individuals for employment in
trade, technical, industrial and health occupations (National Association
for Trade and Industrial Educators, 1975) .
. vocational Education.

Organized educational programs which are

directly related to the preparation of individuals for paid or unpaid
employment, or for additional preparation for a career requiring other
than a baccalaureate or advanced degree.

(U.S.P.L. 94-482, 90 STAT 2211).

Vocational Industrial Clubs of America (VICA).

The national

student organization for students enrolled in trade, industrial, technical, and health education programs.
or associations:

VICA is composed of four divisions

the secondary and post-secondary divisions and the

collegiate and alumni associations.
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VICA Board of Directors.

The governing body which formulates

policy for VICA.
Swnmary and Organization of the Study
Re~ent

legislation and policy at both the federal and state level

have mandated that vocational student organizations become an integral
part of the vocational industrial education curriculum.

For this to

be accomplished, classroom instructors must be trained to serve in the
role of club advisor.

One approach the national staff of the Vocational

Industrial Clubs of America has taken to provide the required training
is to have an active collegiate organization within its organizational
structure.

This study identified the goals which can be used to provide

direction for planning and implementing the activities for the collegiate
organization of the Vocational Industrial Clubs of America.
Chapter 1 has included an introduction followed by the problem,
purpose, importance, assumptions, limitation and definitions associated
with the study.
Chapter 2 presents a review of literature in three parts.

Part

one is a literature review of the positive influence of carefully formulated goals in organizations.

This part also presents the develop-

ment of other vocational student collegiate organizations and their
goals.

The second part is a review of literature concerning vocational

student organizations.

The third part reviews literature pertaining to

the Delphi technique.
The research methodology utilized in the study is presented and
examined in Chapter 3.

Included in this chapter are the research

procedures and treatment of data.
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The presentation and analysis of data are provided in Chapter 4.
Specifically, the formulation of goal statements is included in this
chapter.
The final chapter, Chapter 5, contains a summation of the study,
conclusions based upon the findings, and recommendations for utilizing
the study and developing further research.

Chapter 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Educational literature abounds with philosophical statements
supporting vocational student organizations.

However, there has been

little effort to systematically research and analyze these organizations.
This chapter begins with an exploration of the literature that
stresses the importance of an organization's formulating goals.

Other

literature examined in this section addresses the development of
collegiate vqcational organizations and formulation of their goals.
The second part of this chapter provides a summary of background arid
general purposes of vocational student organizations.

In addition,

a review of literature tracing the history of the Vocational Industrial
Clubs of America and a review of the four research studies relating
to this organization are presented.

The chapter concludes with a

review of the application of the Delphi technique to formulate goals
for vocational student organizations.
ORGANIZATION GOALS
The need for formulation of goals by an organization is certainly not unique to vocational student organizations.

This part of

the chapter will examine literature concerning development of organizational goals.

Specific attention will be devoted to establishment of

collegiate vocational student organizations and formation of their goals.
8

9

Influence of Goals on Organizations
Ruch (1967) suggested that an organization which fails to show
all members that they have something to contribute and something to gain
from membership is unproductive and has no reason to continue.
A variety of opinions emerge in examining the area of goals in
organizations.

Cyert (1963), Etzioni (1964) and Gross (1968) concluded

that organizations generally consist of forces generated by people acting in concert to achieve common goals.

However, those goals are not

always shared or have a common priority among members.
Davis (1951) recognized the importance of formulating goals when
he reported that individuals and groups who compose an organization must
believe that they
goals.

subordina~e

As a result,

t~ey

their personal goals to the primary service

will at some future time gain the desired

values in greater amount; or, if they do not make the subordination,
their personal goals will eventually not be obtained (p. 181).
Filley and House (1969) found that the personal goals of the
membership of an organization are accomplished by providing values
desired by members of the organization.

Thus, they concluded the pri-

mary goals of organizations are defined by those whom the organization
serves (p. 135).
Perrow (1972) suggested that conflict in organizations exists due
to conflict over goals and, in the process, challenges various assumptions about organizational goals.

He drew attention to the contra-

diction between Barnard's (1938) theory of organization's being cooperative
systems with all people working toward a common goal and the inherent
nature of conflict that exists in organizations (recalcitrance on the

\ .....,...-..

/

\
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part of some members or lack of cooperation).

Perrow further commented

upon the theory which states, "The individual satisfies his needs
through the organization, but his personal ends are not necessarily
the ends of the organization" (p. 149).
In order for an organization to achieve its goals and objectives,
it can be suggested that individuals within that organization must work
toward and be committed to those goals.

Argyris (1957) suggested that

conventional management wisdom in emphasizing such practices as task
specialization and chain of command does not provide the best guidance
in coping with the task.
Within an organization, it could be assumed that imposition of
a goal structure inconsistent with the feelings of its members could

produce a degree of discord that would hinder both performance of the
individual and achievement of the organization's goals.

David Sills

(Grusky and Miller, 1970) discussed the area of goal preservation in
organizations and stated:
In order to accomplish their goals, organizations
establish a set of procedures or means. In the course
of following these procedures, however, the subordinates
or members to whom authority and functions have been
delegated often come to regard them as ends in themselves, rather than as means toward the achievement of
organizations [sic] goals. As a result of this process,
the actual activities of the organization become centered
around the proper functioning of an organization [sic]
procedures, rather than upon the achievement of the
initial goals. (p. 227)
This is certainly a precaution to heed in the establishment of VICA
collegiate goals.
Maier and others (1961), in their study of 58 high-ranking managers and their subordinates, report that one area of great concern within

11

organizations is the failure to translate organizational objectives
and goals into specific objectives to be met by each unit and by each
person within the organization.

Without a clear distinction in this

area, goal dissonance can develop.

This discord, in turn, could create

an environment of internal tension that contributes to lack of goal
achievement.
Bolin (1973) discussed the six criteria he feels are necessary
in establishing workable and palatable goals.

He strongly argued that

organizations should examine their goals with respect to these six
criteria or that they at least pay close attention to them when developing goal statements for the organization.
workable goals are:

Bolin's six criteria for

(a) compatibility, (b) attainability, (c) intelligi-

bility, (d) acceptability, (e) measurability, and (f) accountability
(pp. 245-247).
The importance of goals in educational settings was suggested by
Geis (Corbin, pp. 40-41) when he wrote that goals may be used in one or
more of eight major ways:

managing instruction, managing learning,

planning instruction, enhancing learning, facilitating evaluation, aiding
in communication with others, designing or redesigning curricultun, and
producing new insights.
Even though he referred to organizational goals with the term
"objective," Stake pointed out that goal statements are especially
useful in articulating the priorities of an organization.
A list of objectives implies priorities; those
expressed objectives have been considered to be more
important than certain other objectives, a crude
dichotomy. Priorities can be solicited that make
finer gradation of importance. Priorities can indicate what kind and amount of emphasis will be given

12

each objective. It is my belief that excessive attention
has been given to precise goal-specification and insufficient attention to statements of priorities (Corbin, p. 43).
It is well to note Stake's warning about excess emphasis on goal
setting while ignoring goal priority.

This dilemma exists where colle-

giate organizations have simply rephrased secondary goals solely for the
purpose of having some written goals.

One outcome of this study was to

reconcile this situation in collegiate VICA by carefully formulating
goals and prioritizing them according to the input from the panel of
consultants.
Collegiate Vocational Student Organizations
The first collegiate vocational student organization was established in 1958 when the Future Business Leaders of America (FBLA) created
Phi Beta Lambda (PBL).

PBL is an organization of junior college and

college students who are interested in business or business education
careers.

This organization is by far the largest collegiate vocational

student association with approximately 16,000 members in 500 active
chapters during the 1978-1979 school year.
PBL's goals were established through the efforts of a task force
composed of national officers, collegiate advisors and the national staff.
A task force is organized every five years to review and/or revise the
current PBL goals (Burakowski, 1979).

PBL's present goals are:

1.

To develop competent, aggressive business leadership;

2.

To strengthen the confidence of students in themselves and in their work;

3.

To create more interest in and understanding of
American business enterprise;
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4.

To encourage members in the development of
individual projects which contribute to the
improvement of home, business and community;

S.

To develop character, prepare for useful
citizenship and foster patriotism;

6.

To encourage and practice efficient money
management;

7.

To encourage scholarship and promote school
loyalty;

8.

To assist students in the establishment of
occupational goals; and

9.

To facilitate the transition from school to
work (Is FBLA - PBL For You? p. 2).

The second collegiate organization was established in 1970 by
the Distributive Education Clubs of America (DECA).

Collegiate DECA

is.a student-professional organization which was organized for three
purposes.

They are:
1.

To complement and enrich the education of
prospective distributive education teachers
in their duties as advisors of local DECA
chapters;

2.

To promote and foster interest in Distributive
Education, DECA and related educational fields;
and

3.

To develop a respect for education in marketing
and distribution as it contributes to occupational
competence (Riley, 1976, p. 289).

In 1976 Steven B. Corbin and Steven A. Eggland conducted a DECA
workshop in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
for collegiate DECA.

The workshop generated eight goals

In order of priority, they are:

1.

To demonstrate to future DECA Chapter Advisors
their roles and responsibilities for the conduct
of the DECA program of student activities as a
vital part of the Distributive Education program;

2.

To understand how to organize a DECA Chapter,
develop a Program of Work, and understand the
inherent obligations and responsibilities;
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3.

To provide a structure for acquiring learning
experiences associated with DECA Advisorship
as an outgrowth of the professional Distributive
Teacher Education program;

4.

To complement and enrich the education of
prospective Teacher-Coordinators;

5.

To develop a sense of awareness of the place and
value of DECA within the structure of Distributive
and Vocational Education;

6.

To develop a sense of professionalism through
participation and involvement in professional
organizations;

7.

To develop skills necessary to utilize the DECA
Chapter as a competency developing instructional
strategy; and

8.

To provide an avenue which will allow active
involvement in the respective Divisions of DECA
at the local, state, regional, and national
level (Yates, 1979).

Membership in collegiate DECA has stabilized since the 1975-1976
school year at approximately 1200 members enrolled in 60 to 70 chapters
annually.

However, these figures are double the initial enrollment

figures of 563 members in 31 collegiate DECA chapters (Wolfe, 1979).
In 1975, the Office Education Association (OEA) became the third
vocational student organization to organize a collegiate division.
The division was established as an indirect result of a 1972 survey
conducted by the University of Minnesota which pointed out the

ina~ility

of office education teachers to conduct effective student vocational
club programs.

In response to the problem discovered in this survey,

several office education leaders suggested -the formation of a collegiate
division of OEA.

In 1974, a proposal for a collegiate division was

accepted by OEA's National Board of Directors at which time thirteen
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chapters were chartered.

By 1979 membership had grown to 275 members

located in 21 chapters (OEA Handbook, 1978).
OEA's membership have identified five goals for their organization.

They are:
1.

To assist secondary and post-secondary office
education vocational student organizations in
their growth and development;

2.

To develop leadership and teaching competencies
through participation in civic, social, education,
and recreational activities, including state and
national leadership conferences;

3.

To encourage the use of ethical practices and
the upgrading of professional competence in office
education;

4.

To cooperate with other organizations to create
and nurture an understanding of our free competitive
enterprise system; and

5.

To unite in conunon bond students with a career
goal of teaching business and office education
(OEA Handbook, p. 7).

A fourth vocational collegiate organization appeared in December 1975 with the approval of a collegiate organization by the Vocational
Industrial Clubs of America.

A more complete history of this organi-

zation begins with the next section.
The Future Farmers of America (FFA) has approximately 2,000
collegiate members in 60 chapters but is not formally organized on a
national basis.

The various chapters are organized as independent units

preferring to "wing it" on their own (Seefeldt, 1979).

There is no

present movement to form a national FFA collegiate organization; however,
the chapters conduct workshops and support other FFA activities.
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The Future Homemakers of America (FHA), Health Occupations
Students of America (HOSA), and American Industrial Arts Student Association (AIASA) do not currently have provisions for collegiate members
within their organizational structure.

Potential members of FHA are

encouraged to join the student division of the professional organization,
American Home Economics Association (Reel, 1979).

This association is

not recognized by the United States Office of Education as a vocational
student organization.

The two newly formed student organizations, HOSA,

in 1976, and AIASA, in 1977, have emphasized the secondary and postsecondary programs.

However, both organizations reported that they have

received inquiries concerning the establishment of collegiate divisions
(Graham, 1979; Applegate, 1979).
History of Collegiate VICA
An early interest in a collegiate VICA organization surfaced at
North Carolina State University in 1968 with the formation of a
"Professional VICA" club made up of students in the Vocational Industrial
Teacher Education Program.

At that time, unfort1lllately, the professional

club had no formal articulation through which the members could officially
interact with the State or National VICA Associations.

As a result, the

North Carolina State VICA Club was active for approximately two years.
It became inactive for lack of a basic purpose.

Efforts to recognize

the club as a collegiate chapter were not successful because of the lack
of provisions in the national VICA organizational structure.

In 1972,

the state director of the North Carolina VICA Association agreed to
sponsor the North Carolina.State VICA chapter and to petition the
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National VICA Board of Directors to recognize them as the National
Alpha Collegiate Chapter.
At Pennsylvania State University, similar interest and effort had
established a Pennsylvania State VICA club, which was confronted with
the same affiliation problems.

The growth of this vocational student

teacher organization paralleled that of North Carolina State.

In 1972,

students in the Department of Vocational Education at Pennsylvania State
organized under the leadership of the department and the state director
of VICA.

This new vocational student teacher organization was recog-

nized by the campus council for student organizations and the Pennsylvania VICA Board of Directors.

Eventually it was chartered as the Beta

Collegiate Chapter of VICA.
In 1973, North Carolina State and Pennsylvania State joined their
efforts to seek recognition as collegiate VICA organizations affiliated
with national VICA.

At the 1974 National VICA Leadership Conference in

San Antonio, Texas, their efforts resulted in the Board of Directors
of National VICA appointing an organizational committee to study the
need for a collegiate VICA organization and to develop the basic purposes
necessary for preparing a constitution.
At the 1975 AVA Convention in Anaheim, California, the National
VICA Board of Directors received the organizational committee's study that
identified 147 potential chapters with over 9,000 prospective members.
The board of directors enthusiastically approved the constitution of the
National Collegiate VICA organization and accepted the association as
an affiliated member of Vocational Industrial Clubs of America, Incorporated.

The new collegiate VICA organization was recognized frt the 1976
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National VICA Leadership Conference in Miami Beach, Florida, at which
time ten founding chapters were chartered.
When the collegiate organization was approved by VICA's Board
.of Directors, thirteen purposes were tentatively identified for the
collegiate organization.

Those purposes are listed below:

1.

Provide a vehicle, national in scope, to work
articulately with trade, industrial, technical,
and health occupations student and teacher groups;

2.

Provide support and services for the secondary
and post-secondary divisions and affiliates of the
Vocational Industrial Clubs of America at the local,
state, and national levels;

3.

Further the goals and purposes of the Vocational
Industrial Clubs of America, through teacher
education programs, activities, and services in
trade, industrial, technical, and health occupations;

4.

Develop competent leadership abilities essential
for future VICA advisors through participation
in educational, vocational, civic, recreational,
and social activities;

5.

Create among students, faculty members, patrons of
the school, and persons in industry a sincere
interest in and esteem for trade, industrial,
technical and health occupations education;

6.

Promote unity and common purpose in removing all
vestiges and biases in vocational trade, industrial,
technical and health occupations education;

7.

Assist in the development of competencies for
leadership, citizenship, and character development
of the individual VICA members as well as advisors;

8.

Provide a clearinghouse for information and
activities;

9.

Develop patriotism through a knowledge of our
Nation's heritage and the practice of Democracy;

10.

Foster a deep'respect for the dignity of work and
provide recognition and prestige for the trade,
industrial, technical, and health occupations;
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11.

Encourage the pursuit of continuing education
consistent with the needs of the individual's
career objectives;

12.

Develop citizenship by encouraging active
involvement in democratic activities which
affect work, schools, communities, and the
American way of life; and

13.

Create enthusiasm for learning in the attainment
of a purposeful life (VICA Collegiate Handbook,
1978, pp. 11-12).

An examination of

the~e

purposes shows a close alignment with the

eleven purposes of VICA's secondary and post-secondary divisions.

The

original founders of collegiate VICA believed that the collegiate purposes
would grow in scope and specificity as the collegiate VICA organization
develops its identity (VICA Collegiate Handbook, 1978).

It was the pur-

pose of this study to formulate the goals that will allow collegiate VICA
to establish its own identity.
Section Summary
The previous section of this literature review addressed the
three topics of (a) goals and their influence on organizations, (b) the
development of collegiate vocational student organizations, and (c) the
history of collegiate VICA.

This literature review suggested that

careful goal formulation is critical to the success of organizations.
It further identified guidelines to be considered when an organization
undertakes the task of establishing goals.

In addition the review

suggested, after tracing the development of collegiate vocational student
organizations, that the time is appropriate for careful formulation
of goals for collegiate VICA.
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The next section of the literature review provides a sununary
of background and general purposes of each vocational student organization.

Specific attention is given to the history and research studies

of collegiate VICA's parent organization, the Vocational Industrial Clubs
of America.
VOCATIONAL STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
Historical Background
Hanson and Carlson (1972) proposed that the origin and growth of
student organizations and the objectives associated with such organizations
are:
ones close to the heart of most parents: social,
educational, vocational, health and character
development; leadership training; inculcation of
democratic ideals; development of a sense of
responsibility; cleanliness of mind and body; fun
and adventure; prevention of delinquency; and the
like (p. 5).
The authors added that:
Youth groups are as old as the human race; but
nationwide organizations with stated purposes,
planned programs, definite structure, and voluntary
memberships are a distinctive modern phenomenon (p. x).
When the French commentator de Tocqueville described his travels
in the United States in 1840, he remarked, "Americans of all ages, all
conditions, and all dispositions constantly form associations" (Hanson
Carlson, 1972, p. 1).

&

Only a few.years after de Tocqueville's visit,

the first of the American youth organizations, the Young Men's Christian
Association (YMCA) was formally established.
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It is apparent that from the earliest efforts in vocational education, student organizations have been a part of the total vocational program.

Hawkins, Prosser and Wright (1951) reported that soon after the

passage of the Smith-Hughes Act in 1917, but prior to 1925, a number of
states had formed state associations for vocational agriculture students.
These early state associations spawned the first national vocational student organization, Future Farmers of America (FFA).

FFA came

into existence in 1928 and is associated with vocational agriculture
programs.
Thompson (1973) reported that the early leaders of FFA recognized
that many of the goals of vocational agriculture could best be promoted
through an organization in which students had primary responsibility.
Thus, FFA clubs were organized to give students enrolled in vocational
agriculture programs an opportunity for self-expression and leadership
development.

Today, the "Father of Vocationa"l Student Organizations"

continues to be the largest of all student vocational clubs with -0ver
500,000 members.

This constitutes approximately thirty percent of the

total vocational student organization membership.
A second vocational student organization, Future Business
Leaders of America (FBLA), was organized in 1942 for students enrolled
in business subjects.

Burakowski (i979) stated the purpose of FBLA:

is to provide the students with a chance to learn,
first-hand, about the business communi~y as they
develop national competencies that will enable them
to pursue careers in business. Students learn how
to lead and participate in group discussions, preside
at meetings and organize conferences. They gain experiences working effectively within committees and--most
important--engage in practical problem-solving and
decision-making activities.
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Future Homemakers of America (FHA) became the third vocational
student club to organize when a provisional constitution was adopted in
1945.

Thompson (1973) reported that prior to 1945 individual localities

and states were organized around a home economics program but that no
national organization had yet been developed.

FHA's overall goal is

the improvement of personal, family, and community living.

The organi-

zation leaders believe that greater student interest and more individual
growth occur when members cooperate in planning and conducting projects
and activities drawn from their own needs and concerns (Mason and
Haines, 1972).
The fourth vocational student organization, Distributive Education Clubs of America (DECA), was organized in 1947 as the result of a
merger of three earlier student organizations in the marketing area.
DECA developed from the clubs known as Future Retailers, Future Merchants,
and Distributive Education Clubs.

The DECA organization provides a

leadership development program for students who are enrolled in distributive education programs and preparing for employment in marketing and
distribution (Crawford, 1972).
The Vocational Industrial Clubs of America (VICA) became the
fifth vocational student organization when it was established in 1965.
A more detailed description of its history is provided later in this
chapter (page 26).
In 1966 a group of individuals, dissatisfied with FBLA, organized
the Office Education Association (OEA) for students enrolled in office
occupations programs.

OEA is designed to develop leadership abilities,
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interest in the American business system, and competency in office
occupations within the framework of vocational education (OEA Handbook,
1978).
In 1976, the Health Occupations Students of America (HOSA) was
incorporated to represent those students enrolled in health occupations.
HOSA was established to promote programs and activities which will
develop physical, mental and social well-being of its members.

These

programs and activities are designed to produce qualities of leadership, character, good citizenship and respect for ethical practices
(Reid, 1978).
The newest vocational student organization, the American Industrial
Arts Student Association (AIASA) was organized in 1977.

AIASA was

established to represent the eight million potential members enrolled
in industrial arts courses at the secondary level.
Purposes of Vocational Student Organizations
In a search of literature regarding organizations which serve
students, one factor stands out:

each organization is based on a

specific purpose or set of purposes.

Vocational student organizations

certainly conform to this profile.
Teske.(1970) examined the purposes for the existence of vocational
student organizations and submitted that such organizations are
designed (a) to further develop leadership and, hence, followership;
(b) to further develop citizenship; and (c) to develop scholarship.

In

relation to the three purposes, Teske stated that if learning is changing
the behavior of the individual and student organizations are an integral
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part of vocational education, then student organizations should deal
with the total individual (p. 302).
Thompson (1973) capsulized the purposes of vocational student
organizations as "providing leadership, character development which
promotes scholarship, citizenship, service, and professionalism"
(p. 146).

Mason and Haines (1972) suggested eleven general purposes for
vocational student organizations which expand the findings of Teske
and Thompson.

These eleven purposes were:

1.

Engender respect for the changing work environment;

2.

Develop an appr~ciation of the contribution of
occupations to the social, cultural, and economic
growth of society;

3.

Encourage respect for occupational preparation
and desire for the continuing acquisition of
related skills, knowledges, and attitudes throughout one 's life;

4.

Provide for the exploration of occupational
opportunities in specific fields of interest;

5.

Encourage the development of "leadership" and
"followership" abilities;

6.

Create a peer-centered environment for group
and individual achievement through cooperation;

7.

Encourage each member to strive towards the
maximization of his or her potential abilities;

8.

Encourage high ethical standards;

9.

Provide for mental and physical health through
satisfactory social and recreational activities;

10.

Develop an understanding of the civic, social,
and moral responsibilities of individuals to
society; and

11.

Foster appreciation for the contributions of all
education to the business of living (p. 291).
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National Support of Vocational Student Organizations
The importance of vocational studen:t organizations was first
demonstrated by Congress in 1929 with the passage of the George-Reed
Act (U.S.P.L. 70-586).

It provided in Section 3:

$10,000,000 for vocational education in agriculture,
including supervision by the vocational agriculture
teachers of the activities related to vocational
education in agriculture of the Future Farmers of
America and the New Farmers of America.
The early success of vocational student organizations was endorsed
by Congress with the passage of Public Law 81-740 in 1950.

This law pro-

vided for the federal incorporation of the Future Farmers of America.

The

purposes listed in this act, while supporting vocational education, also
included the following purposes for vocational student organizations:
1.

Develop character, train for useful citizenship and foster patriotism;

2.

Encourage the practice of thrift;

3.

Encourage the improvement of scholarship; and

4.

Provide prizes and awards to deserving students.

An additional example of the will of Congress is found in the

rules and regulations supporting the Vocational Education Act of 1963
(V.S.P.L. 88-210).

Section 104.13 states that:

When the activities of vocational education youth
organizations complement the vocational instruction
offered, such activities will be supervised by
persons who are qualified as vocational teachers
or supervisors within the State.
This suggests that vocational student organizations are a part of
vocational education because only qualified vocational teachers or
supervisors may be in charge of such programs.
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The United State Office of Education added its support to vocational student organizations in 1970.

The Commissioner of Education,

Dr. James E. Allen, Jr., included the following statement in a memorandum
to chief state school officers and executive officers of state boards
for vocational education:
The purpose of the Office of Education in encouraging
youth organizations is to improve the quality and
relevance of instruction, develop youth leadership
and provide wholesome experience for youth not
otherwise available within the schools. (Strong,
1975, p. 192).
The memorandum continued with the commissioner approving the use of
federal funds to support vocational student organizations.
The National Advisory Council on Vocational Education also added
their support for vocational student organizations in 1970.

The

council's position was summarized in a report to the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare, Elliot Richardson, which stated:
For many years, Vocational Student Organizations
have typified the cooperation between education and
the private sector which is being so urgently sought
today. These student organizations have supplied their
members with the incentives and guidance which we reco.gnize now as essential to bringing relevance to education,
and which we accept as an integral part of the emerging
career education concept.
We believe that Vocational Student Organizations
are a neglected resource which can make great contributions toward expanding the options available to our
Nation's student body. (Strong, 1975, p. 192)
History of VICA
An organization for students enrolled in vocational trade and
industrial education is not a new idea.

It dates back to the late

1920's and early 1930's when federally supported vocational education
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was in its infancy and the nation was deep in economic depression.
Because of the limited opportunities during this time, industrial
educators felt a serious need to develop a youth organization that
would fill a void and serve the needs of their students in pursuit of
industrial occupations training.

Out of this sincere interest grew

the Future Craftsmen of America, established in the early 1930's.
Although the organization grew and thrived for a time and held two
national conventions, it was destined for failure.

The founders had

organized a good program, but they failed to draw upon the support of
industry and labor.

The depression years and labor-management conflict

of the 1930's created obstacles for the fledgling student vocational
organization.

In its second year of operation, the Future Craftsmen

of America disappeared from the national scene.
In 1960, state supervisors of Trade and Industrial Education
related their interest in the development of a national youth organization and reported the results of a survey which had been conducted.
Replies from 47 states and Puerto Rico indicated a potential of 799
chapters with 29,836 members.
Further discussion at the American Vocational Association (AVA)
Convention in Los Angeles in December of 1960 led to the appointment
of a committee for further study and recommendations.

This committee,

made up of representatives of the United States Office of Education
(USOE) and the National Association of State Supervisors of Trade and
Industrial Education (NASSTIE), an affiliate of AVA, met during 1961
and 1962 for discussion and planning.
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During the 1962 AVA Convention in Milwaukee, a motion was passed
encouraging the USOE to employ an individual on a short term basis
to. coordinate efforts to form a national organization.

Support for

a trade and industrial youth organization grew throughout the vocational
education field.

During 1963, with expressions of continuing interest,

the question subsequently came up for discussion before advisory groups
of AVA which included representatives of organized labor and management.
Information on existing state youth organizations was disseminated, and
extensive preparation for organizing a national association took place
during these meetings.
At a meeting in Washington, D. C., in February 1965, arrangements
were made for financing an initial organizational venture through
existing vocational youth groups.

Rallying to the national cause were

the vocational groups from Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana,
Missouri, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee,
Texas, Virginia, and West Virginia.

The Future Farmers of America

was the first to come to the aid of the new organization with a
financial contribution; next was the American Vocational Association
which offered rent-free office space and a grant from its Trade and
Industrial Division.
Work began early in March of 1965 for the First Annual Trade and
Industrial Youth Conference to be held in.Nashville, Tennessee.

At

the conference, which was attended by some 200 students, advisors, and
representatives of labor and business, a constitution was adopted
establishing the Vocational Industrial Clubs of America (Roberts, 1971;
VICA Leadership Handbook, 1979).
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The rapid growth and development of high school VICA chapters
created an awareness of the need to review the directions being taken
by the chapters.
\

The National Advisory Committee for VICA met in Falls

Church, Virginia, in 1966 and identified the following purposes for VICA:
1.

provide opportunities for service to industrialtechnical youth;

2.

teach democracy as the responsible and most effective
way to bring about improvements;

3.

teach how to live and work with others--to accept
and be accepted;

4.

develop leadership through educational, vocational,
civic, recreational and social activities;

5.

relate school experiences to a young person's personal
search for meaning, identity and achievement;

6.

foster respect for the dignity of work;

7.

promote high standards in work ethics, craftmanship, scholarship and safety;

8.

develop patriotism through a knowledge of our nation's
heritage and the practice of democracy;

9.

foster an understanding of the functions of labor
and management organizations and a recognition
of their interdependence;

10.

develop a respect for our nation's technological
advances;

11.

help a student understand his role in a technological
age;

12.

provide a contemporary tool for learning and teaching;

13.

give the student prestige and recognition on the
basis of school and community achievements;

14.

broaden the student's perspective through programs,
publications and personal contacts in the local, state
and national organizations;
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15.

create interest and stimulate favorable community
response to industrial education;

16.

encourage excellence in scholarship, craftsmanship,
leadership and personal development through a
national achievement program and national
competitive activities; and

17.

offer inter-curricular activities that complement
occupational skill development (Discovering VICA,
undated).

In 1968 the VICA organization identified the need to provide
leadership opportunities for post-secondary vocational students.
As a result, the post-secondary (sub-baccalaureate) division of VICA
was established in June 1969 and has grown to serve approximately
15,000 members annually.
With secondary and

pos~-secondary

VICA divisions firmly estab-

lished, several vocational teacher education institutions expressed a
desire to be associated with the National VICA organization.

Through the

efforts of North Carolina State University and Pennsylvania State University, the concept of a collegiate VICA organization was developed.

The

initial concept envisioned collegiate chapters as a training ground for
potential VICA advisors at the secondary school level.

Unfortunately,

this idea has developed too slowly to meet the growing need for trained
VICA advisors.

There are now only seventeen baccalaureate degree granting

vocational industrial education teacher institutions that have established VICA chapters ·csee Appendix B for complete listing).
Research Studies Focusing on VICA
There have been four studies conducted on VICA related subjects.
Ruark (1973) assessed the perceptions of selected school administrators,
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teachers, students, and members of the Oklahoma State Trade and
Industrial Education Staff concerning the role of VICA.

She determined

that there is a relationship between the perceived roles and the
achievement of the VICA goals and objectives.

She concluded that the

major factor which enhances a chapter in becoming an exemplary VICA
goal achievement chapter is one of positive perceptions relative to
the role of VICA.

Further, Ruark concluded that the major factor which

impedes or prevents a chapter from becoming an exemplary VICA group
achievement chapter is one of negative perceptions relative to the
role of VICA.
Hudson (1978) studied the attitude of both VICA members and
non-members in Missouri toward the meaning and value of work.

His

study supported the concept that attitudes toward the meaning of work
are indeed influenced by the instructional experiences offered by VICA's
Vocational Initiative and Club Achievement Program.
The two studies that were most significant to this study are
Barton's (1975) "Study of VICA in Oregon" and Dygert's (1978) study in
Ohio entitled "The Relationship of the Self-Concept of Teachers to Their
Participation in the Vocational Youth Organization of Trade and Industrial
Education."
The purpose of Barton's study was to determine why there were so
few VICA chapters in the state of Oregon.

Seventy trade and industrial

teachers were asked to respond as to why there were no VICA clubs in
their schools.

It was concluded that the presence of VICA in Oregon

seems to be directly related to the amount of teacher exposure to the
workings of youth group activities.

The study clearly indicated that
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some form of teacher preparation is vital to the success of VICA.

Barton's

study strongly suggested pre-service experience in VICA for new teachers.
The collegiate VICA organization is one way potential VICA advisors can
gain the needed preparation recommended in this study.
Dygert's study was motivated by the fact that only fifty percent
of Ohio's trade and industrial teachers participate in VICA activities.
Thus, he was concerned with the high percentage of those who chose not
to participate.

His specific objective was to examine the relationship

of selected personality and background characteristics (age, teaching
experience, work experience, college experience, teacher's perceived
teaching effectiveness, type of school facility in which the instructor
is employed, sex, and the relationship to the teacher's self-concept)
with the instructor's participation in VICA.

Dygert concluded that

teachers who perceive their ability to teach as very good or excellent
have significantly higher self-concepts than those who perceive themselves as average or poor teachers.

A second .conclusion was that teachers

in joint vocational schools employ VICA as an integral portion of the
curriculum more often than do teachers in vocational and comprehensive
high schools.

A final conclusion that has implication for this study

was that teachers with more work experience are significantly less
likely to sponsor VICA.

It is the feeling of the present researcher

that these individuals who have accumulated years of previous employment
in other fields are reluctant to serve as VICA advisors because they do
not understand VICA.

Since many of these individuals do not have a

baccalaureate degree they can learn about VICA by participating in a
collegiate VICA chapter.
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Section SUllllilary
As shown in the second section of this literature review, there
are eight student organizations specifically designed for vocational
education programs.

They are:

(a) Future Farmers of America (1928),

(b) Future Business Leaders of America (1942), (c) Future Homemakers
of America (1945), (d) Distributive Education Clubs of America (1947),
(e) Vocational Industrial Clubs of America (1965), (f) Office Education
Association (1966), (g) Heal th Occupations Students -of America (1976),
and (h) .American Industrial Arts Student Association (1977).

Each of

the vocational student organizations were developed, in general, as a
means of completing the total vocational education program for which it
was designed.

This complementary effort focused on developing leadership,

citizenship, scholarship and fellowship among vocational students.
The history of VICA and the description of the four studies relating to it serve to provide reader orientation to the VICA collegiate
organization.

This background is -provided to aid the reader in under-

standing the role of VICA collegiate organization and the need for it to
develop within the VICA organization.
This needed development of collegiate VICA can be aided by the
formulation of a specialized list of goals.

However, since the activity

of goal formation is a subjective exercise representing careful and
deliberate thinking by a group of knowledgeable and responsible individuals, the next section of this chapter will review literature pertaining
to a popular consensus deriving methodology.
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DELPHI TECHNIQUE
This section of Chapter 2 presents a three-part review of literature regarding the Delphi methodology.

The section starts with a review

of the history of Delphi, beginning with its first formal applications in
the early 1950's.

The second part examines the appropriateness of using

Delphi as a research methodology.

The section concludes with the review

of several educational studies that demonstrate formulation of goals
through the use of the Delphi methodology.
Historical Background
The Delphi methodology was first used in the early 1950's by the
Rand Corporation in a research study entitled "Project Delphi."
original Delphi study was designed to estimate the number of

The

at~mic

bombs

necessary to reduce the munitions output required by the United States.
This information was gathered by obtaining the· most reliable consensus
of opinion from a group of experts through a series of intensive
questionnaires interspersed with controlled opinion feedback (Linstone
and Turoff, 1975).
Uhl (1971) wrote that the original Delphi technique as developed
by Rand consisted of four steps:

(a) participants are asked to write

their opinions concerning g.oal priorities of a certain topic, (b) participants evaluate the opinions of other participants using a given set of
criteria, (c) participants are provided with an opportunity to revise or
justify their opinions in light of the responses of other participants, and
(d) participants are provided with a second opportunity to change their
views.
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The Delphi technique remained almost exclusively within the defense
organization until the mid 1960's.

In 1964, Gordon and Helmer published

a Rand Corporation paper entitled "Report on a Long-Range Forecasting
Study" which succeeded in bringing the methodology to the attention of
the non-defense community.

Gordon and Helmer concluded as a result of

examining various forecasting techniques that they were in "a nearvacuum as far as tested techniques of long-range forecasting are
concerned."

Their support of Delphi laid the foundation for individuals

to begin incorporating the methodology into proposed studies.
Appropriateness of the Delphi Methodology
As a precaution to misuse of the methodology, Linstone and Turoff
(1975) suggested seven properties that should be considered before
employing the Delphi Technique.

They say that one or more of these

properties must be present if Delphi is to be used.

The properties are:

1.

The problem does not lend itself to precise
analytical techniques but can benefit from
subjective judgments on a collective basis;

2.

The individuals needed to contribute to the
examination of a br.oad or complex problem have
no history of adequate communication and may
represent diverse backgrounds with respect to
experience or expertise;

3.

More individuals are needed than can effectively
interact in a face-to-face exchange;

4.

Time and cost make frequent group meetings
infeasible;

5.

The efficiency of face-to-face meetings can be
increased by a supplemental group communications
process;
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6.

Disagreements among individuals are so severe or
politically unpalatable that the communication
process must be referred and/or anonymity assured; and

7.

The heterogeneity of the participants must be
preserved to assure validity of the results,
i.e., avoidance of domination by quantity or by
str.ength of personality ("bandwagon effect") (p. 4).

The present study qualifies to a greater degree on the basis of
properties one, three, four and seven.

The relationship to these pro-

perties is as follows:
1.

The problem does not lend itself to precise
analytical techniques but can benefit from subjective judgment on a collective basis--the goal
setting task is not a precise scientific experiment.
Rather it is a subjective judgmental exercise that
draws upon the experience and careful thinking of the
respondents.

3.

More individuals are needed than can effectively
interact in a face-to-face exchange.

Face-to-face

exchanges between more than ten individuals are
rarely structured to fully draw on the thinking of
all ten people.

This is certainly true in the

educational arena and the thinking of the 30 people
being used in this study would be biased by the
interactional atmosphere of large group meetings.
4.

Time and cost make frequent group meetings infeasible.
Since the panel of consultants is drawn from all
parts of the nation, costs for periodic meetings of the
group would not be feasible for the non-profit parent
organization.
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7.

The heterogeneity of the participants must be
preserved to assure validity of the results; i.e.,
avoidance of domination by quantity or by strength
of personality ("bandwagon effect")--the adult and
professional members of the panel of consultants
might have a tendency to dominate the thinking and
action of the group's student membership.

A second analysis of the appropriateness of using Delphi is
suggested by Linstone and Turoff (1975, p. 4).

The answers to three

questions should suggest that Delphi is the most appropriate research
methodology for the problem.
Who should communicate about the problem?

Precisely those

people who have been considered for selection to the panel of consultants.
This group represents national leaders in VICA, professional members of
collegiate VICA, National VICA Planning Committee members and collegiate
VICA chapter student leaders.

The nature of this group strongly suggests,

after a review of the initial precautions, that Delphi was an appropriate
tool for this study.
What alternative mechanism is available for that communication?
Alternative mechanisms to solicit ideas and suggestions for goals of
collegiate VICA include face-to-face group meeting, standard survey
technique, telephone survey, personal interview and brainstorming
formulation of goals by a committee.

However, the researcher feels that

the alternative techniques available are inferior to the Delphi approach
for this problem.
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What can be expected with these alternatives?

While it

is felt that a set of goals could be generated from any of the aforementioned alternatives, the controlled feedback aspect of the Delphi
methodology, so critical to the mission of goal setting, would be lacking.
Only after careful comparison of the Delphi technique with
alternative methods should a researcher decide to use the Delphi approach.
After the commitment to employ this methodology, some positive attributes
should be noted.

In his 1968 work, Pfeiffer pointed out that the major

strength of Delphi seems to lie in the fact that it creates some of the
most important elements of an ideal debate.

It provides an impersonal,

anonymous setting in which opinions can be expressed in clear terms and
heeded before the voicing of criticisms and counter opinions.

It creates

a setting in which ideas can be modified on the basis of reason rather
than prestige and/or a desire to climb on the bandwagon (Pfeiffer, 1968,
pp. 152-155) .
In 1968, Martino reported that Gordon and Helmer noted benefits
of the Delphi technique in that it eliminates committee activity altogether.

Among the benefits cited were that:

The Delphi technique replaces direct debate by a carefully
designed program of sequential individual interrogations
(best conducted by questionnaires) interspersed with
information and opinion feedback derived by computed
consensus from the earlier parts of the program. Some
of the questions directed to the respondents may, for
instance, inquire into the 'reasons' for previously
expressed opinions, and a collection of such reasons
may then be presented to each respondent in the group,
together with an invitation to reconsider and possibly
revise the earlier estimates. Both the inquiry into
the reasons and subsequent feedback of the reasons
adduce·d by others may serve to stimulate the experts
into taking into due account considerations they might
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through inadvertence have neglected, and to give due
weight to factors they were inclined to dismiss as
unimportant on first thought (p. 139).

As with all things the benefits and advantages of Delphi are
balanced by precautions in its use and limitations of the technique.
Martino (1972) suggested six guidelines that should be heeded by
researchers contemplating the use of Delphi.

They are:

1.

Compound questions should be avoided. Each point
should be mentioned in a separate question or
statement;

2.

The experimenter should make every attempt to avoid
situations where the panelist may agree with the
forecast, but not with the reason for it, or vice
versa;

3.

The use of ambiguous terms should be avoided,
including loosely defined terms that 'everybody
knows';

4.

It should be emphasized that there is no attempt to
trap the panelists or cross check questions, but that
the panelists should try to make their replies consistent;

5.

In presenting the current state-of-the-question to the
panelists, it is not sufficient to give them only the
median or previous responses . . . both range and median,
or quarti1es and median, should be given; and

6.

In consolidating the 'reasons why' the panelists hold
their opinions, it is essential to present a fair
summary of opinions on both sides (pp. 18-64).

Linstone and Turoff (1975) offered five reasons for the failure
of a Delphi study which support Martino's six guidelines.

The reasons are:

1.

Imposing monitor views and preconceptions of a
problem upon the respondent group by overspecifying the structure of the Delphi and not
allowing for the contribution of other perspectives related to the problem;

2.

Assuming that Delphi can be a surrogate for all
other human communications in a given situation;
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3.

Using poor techniques to summarize and present
the group response and ensuring common interpretations of the evaluation scales utilized
in the exercise;

4.

Ignoring and not exploring disagreements, so that
discouraged dissenters drop DUt and an artificial
consensus is generated; and

5.

Underestimating the demanding nature of a Delphi
and the fact that the respondents should be recognized as consultants and properly compensated for
their time if the Delphi is not an integral part
of their job function (p. 6).

In light of the suggestions of Martino, Linstone and Turoff, it
was the intention of the researcher to avoid the "pitfalls 11 of a Delphi
study by providing participants with clear directions, adequate feedback, carefully worded goal statements and an opportunity for participants to interject pertinent information.
After deciding that the Delphi technique was the appropriate
research tool to be used for this study, the researcher determined
the number of respondents and the number of rounds necessary for the
study.

The next portion of this literature review examined studies

that suggest the appropriate number of participants and rounds.
Appropriate Number of Participants and Rounds
The number of participants used in Delphi studies have varied from
five to several thousand individuals (Brown, 1968; Uhl, 1971; Dalkey,
1969).

Statistical analyses of the data gathered during Delphi surveys

revealed that fewer than 29 participants threatened the reliability of
a Delphi survey while more than 30 participants did not yield significant
change in the results (Uhl, 1971).

With his broader study,

U~~
"'

supported

Oakley's (1969) conclusion that there is no significant decrease in mean
accuracy should more than twenty-nine consultants be polled.
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In 1969_, Anderson conducted a study entitled "Clarifying and
Setting Objectives on an Intermediate School District's Objectives
Utilizing the Delphi Technique."

He stated in his research that "once

the number of experts gets beyond 25 or 30, handling the data, especially
the arguments advanced, becomes exceedingly cumbersome" (Corbin, p. 49).
Recent studies concerning the number of repetitions or rounds to
get a higher degree of consensus have tended to show, however, that most
of the change in choice occurred after the first round results were
reported to all participants and that additional rounds failed to produce
any significant changes (Weaver, 1971).

As subsequent rounds are con-

ducted, the change in the range decreases (Uhl, 1971; Dalkey, 1969;
Weaver, 1971).

The responses· to items on Delphi studies tend to vary

considerably for the initial round and to a lesser degree for subsequent
rounds ..
Linstone and Turoff (1975) confirmed the belief of earlier Delphi
studies that a point of diminishing returns is reached after a few rounds.
They concluded that three rounds proved sufficient to attain stability in
the responses since additional rounds tended to show very little change.
In addition, persistent questioning of participants tended to annoy them
to the point of their wanting to withdraw from the study.

Goldstein (1971),

Martino (1972) and Brockhoff (1975) offered additional evidence to confirm
Linstone and Turoff 's findings that three rounds are sufficient for a
Delphi study.
Use of Delphi in Education
Weaver (1971) suggested three promising areas for the application
of Delphi to educational studies.

They are:
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1.

method for studying the process of thinking
about the future;

2.

pedagogical tool or teaching tool which forces
people to think about the future in a more complex way than they ordinarily would, and;

3.

planning tool which may aid in probing priorities
held by members and constituencies of an organization (p. 271) .

The present study falls into three areas described by Weaver.
First, the goals represent the jury's thinking about . the future of the
organization; second, it is a pedological tool insofar as the members
will learn what others think about priorities and goals for the organization; and, finally, it is certainly, in this case, a planning tool to
help guide the future of an organization.
One of the earliest uses of Delphi in education was conducted
by the Institute of Government and Public Affairs at the University of
California at Los Angeles.

Its purpose was to generate some useful

perspectives on thinkable changes in American education.
Carey, and Helmer (1967) described the work as follows:
Whatever the validity of the formal results, the
behavioral results of the procedure are very instructive. The principal one is that the participants in
the exercise found it very difficult, in some cases
painful, to make the required choices, to forego
'desirables' for 'more desirables.' .It should be
remarked that these were all people with a vital
and informed relation to the field (p. 27).
The authors added that:
They were operating on a new scale, and since they
took the exercise seriously, and felt a degree of
responsibility for the quality of the intended
result, there was much soul searching and argument . . . the authors got the impression that
the procedure was looked on by almost all the
participants as potentially very useful in
educational planning at all levels (p. 27).

Adelson, Alkin,
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Helmer (1967), in The Delphi Technique and Educational Innovation,
supported the use of the Delphi technique for "all phases of educational
planning at the federal, state, local, or individual level" (p. 6).
He continued by stating that:
In view of the projected character of our future
environment and the effect we wish to exert on it
through educational endeavor, it is necessary to
establish appropriate educational goals. This is
largely a matter of preference judgement, to be
obtained through the Delphi method (p. 7).
Five years after Helmer's encouragement for the use of Delphi
technique in establishing goals, Cyphert and Gant used the Delphi
technique in clarifying the goals for the School of Education at the
University of Virginia.
.,

Although they experienced some difficulties

with the administrative work associated with the Delphi technique, the
data generated by the study was quite usable for assisting in formulating
the future targets of the School of Education.

Cyphert and Gant felt

that the Delphi technique results made the influential persons in the
Commonwealth of Virginia aware of the school's existence and vested
interests in its future goals.
The most significant use of the Delphi methodology to this study
was conducted by Corbin in 1975.

His dissertation, Formulation of Goals

for the Secondary Division of the Distributive Education Clubs of America,
serves as an example for studies that formulate goals for yocational
student organizations.

Corbin used three rounds to poll thirty experts

to determine the direction of the high school division of DECA.
study yielded the following twelve goals in order of importance.
1.

develop leadership characteristics;

His
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2.

develop self-confidence and/or self-acceptance;

3.

develop a greater understanding of our free,
competitive enterprise system;

4.

further develop occupational competencies needed
for careers in marketing, merchandising, and
management;

5.

develop high ethical standards in personal and
business relationships;

6.

develop effective interpersonal relationships

7.

develop a greater awareness of career opportunities
in marketing and distribution;

8.

develop greater proficiency in communication;

9.

develop greater appreciation of the responsibilities
of citizenship;

10.

develop a healthy competitive spirit;

11.

develop social and business etiquette; and

12.

participate in planned social activities (p. 87).

Corbin recommended that the Delphi be used to formulate the goals
for other vocational student organizations.

The groundwork that Corbin

laid in his study was instrumental to the formulation of Collegiate
VICA goals.
Section ?ummary
The final· section of Chapter 2 presented a three-part literature
review of the Delphi research methodology.

The first part explored the

emergence of Delphi as a tool to obtain the most reliable consensus
of opinion of a panel of consultants through a series of intensive
questionnaires interspersed with controlled opinion feedback.
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The second part provided a basis for determining the appropriateness of using the Delphi technique as a research tool for a particular
study.

Provided also are several "pitfalls" to avoid if a Delphi study

is being conducted.

In addition, several studies are cited that serve to
•
justify the number of rounds and respondents necessary to conduct a
Delphi study.
The third portion of the section provided a literature review
of several educational studies that used the Delphi technique.

Chapter 3
METHODOLOGY
Chapter 3 discusses the methodology used to formulate the goals
for the collegiate organization of the Vocational Industrial Clubs of
America (VICA).

Specifically, the chapter contains two parts:

(a) research procedures and (b) treatment of the data.
RESEARCH PROCEDURE
The third part of Chapter 2 presented a literature review of the
Delphi research methodology which supported Delphi as the appropriate
research tool for this study.
A Delphi study is one that gathers information by obtaining
the most reliable consensus of opinion from a group of experts through
a series of intensive questionnaires interspersed with controlled
opinion feedback (Linstone and Turoff, 1975).

Studies cited in Chapter 2

supported using thirty members to comprise the panel of consultants.
Thus, the panel of consultants for this study consisted of
thirty persons actively involved in the VICA organization.

These con-

sultants were selected to represent various segments of the collegiate
VICA population.

Ten members of the panel of consultants represent the

population whom the organization is intended to serve--the students.

A

second group of ten individuals represents the professional leadership of
the collegiate VICA movement.

The final group of ten consultants repre-

sents the national leadership of VICA.
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Both the researcher and the
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National VICA staff believed that the individuals being considered for
selection to the panel of consultants are the ones who should deal with
the problem of collegiate VICA goal formulation.
Selection of the Panel of Thirty Consultants
To determine the ten members of the panel of consultants who
would represent the student membership of Collegiate VICA, the researcher
selected from individuals elected by their peers to positions of leadership within the chapter organizations.

Four of the individuals selected

serve on the Collegiate VICA National Planning Council (See Appendix C
for complete listing).

The National Planning Council is a committee

charged with the responsibility of planning and coordinating the nation's
collegiate VICA activities.

Individuals are selected to the council to

represent the particular VICA region in which their college or university
is located.

Since there are four VICA regions with affiliated collegiate

chapters, four individuals presently serve on the council.

The researcher

determined that the selection of these individuals to the panel of consultants was appropriate because they hold positions of leadership and
responsibility and should reflect the views of their constituents.
The remaining six student members were se.lected from the thirteen
collegiate chapter presidents (See Appendix D for complete listing).

It

was felt that these individuals were worthy of selection as they are the
elected leaders of their respective chapters and should reflect the views
of their constituents.
To randomly select the six chapter presidents, the researcher
first listed the thirteen chapters not represented on the National
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Collegiate VICA Planning Council according to the date the chapter was
chartered.

Numbers 1-13 were assigned based on this listing.

Selection

was conducted by blindly placing a pencil on Downie and Health's Table
of Random Numbers.

Since a two-digit number is required to rank thirteen

chapters, the researcher proceeded down the table using two numbers at
a time until all chapters had been selected.
The second group of ten members on the panel of consultants
represents the professional leadership of collegiate VICA.

To identify

the population from which to select, the researcher contacted each
school to determine who was presently advising the school's collegiate
VICA chapter (See Appendix E for complete listing).

The researcher felt

that this individual would be the one person on each campus who had a
vested interest in the collegiate VICA organization.

Since the collegiate

VICA advisor at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
served as a member of this study's advisory committee, the area leader
of the vocational industrial education program was asked to name a substitute.
An alphabetical listing of the seventeen collegiate VICA advisors
was prepared from which to randomly
panel of consultants.

s~lect

professional members for the

Using Downie and Health's Table of Random Numbers,

the researcher blindly selected a point to begin the selection process.
The process continued by moving down the table two digits at a time until
all 17 advisors had been randomly selected.
The third component of the panel of consultants was designed to
represent the national leadership of VICA.

The National VICA staff nomi-

nated 112 individuals who impact VICA on a national basis.

These 112
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individuals serve in five areas:

(a) members of VICA's board of

directors, (b) state VICA directors, (c) state supervisors of trade and
industrial education, (d) members of the national staff of VICA, and
(e) consultants to the national VICA staff (See Appendix F for complete
listing).
These individuals were nominated by National VICA based on their
VICA experience in one of the five categories.

Each category contains

from five to 42 individuals and two consultants for this study were randomly selected from each category.

When an individual's name appeared

in more than one category, that name was deleted from the larger category
listing.

This approach not only prevented the possibility of someone's

being selected twice but also improved the chances of selecting an
individual who serves the organization in a dual role.
was assigned a number alphabetically.

Each individual

Again, Downie and Health's Table

of Random Numbers was used to determine the random selection.
The randomly selected listings described above were used to
recruit the individuals who comprise the thirty-member panel of consultants.
Each individual received a letter describing the study and indicated the
amount of time anticipated for completion of the study (Appendix G).

All

were asked to indicate on a self-addressed, stamped postcard thei! willingness to participate in the study.

One week after the deadline for return-

ing the postcards, fourteen individuals had agreed to serve on the panel.
Telephone calls placed to the remaining sixteen individuals resulted in
fifteen agreeing to participate in the study.

One chapter advisor declined

for the chapter president since the election for that office would not

so
take place until late November.

The chapter president appearing next

on the randomly-selected list was contacted immediately and accepted the
invitation (See Appendix H for complete listing of panel of consultants).
Profile of Panel of Consultants
The ten-member student component of the panel of consultants,
comprised of eight males, has nine Caucasians and one Black.
from 20.to 53 years of age with a mean of 29.9 years.

They range

Six of the ten

students were members of the secondary division of VICA.

One additional

student was a member of the Future Farmers of America prior to the establishment of the VICA organization.

The students have been associated with

the VICA organization for an average of 4.1 years with a range of two to
eight years.

This sub-group is comprised of two freshman, three juniors,

four seniors and one individual who is a doctoral candidate.

The trade

areas and number of student representatives in each are as follows:
machine shop (2), electronics (2), auto mechanics (1), air conditioning
and refrigeration (1), carpentry (1), industrial cooperative training
coordinator (1), offset printing (1) and quantity foods (1).
A second component of the panel of consultants is those individuals
who serve as advisors at the various collegiate VICA chapters.
range from 28 to 62 years of age,, with a mean of 45.2 years.

They
These

individuals have served in their advisory role for an average of 2.4
years with a range of one to seven years.

The ten advisors, comprised of

seven males, have nine Caucasians and one Black.

These advisors have

been associated with VICA for an average of 7.0 years, with a range of
two to fifteen years.

Their association with trade and industrial

education ranges from seven to 28 years, with a mean of 15.3 years.
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The third sub-group of the panel is comprised of individuals
who are recognized as national leaders of VICA.

This group of ten

Caucasian males range from 32 to 52 years of age, with a mean of 39.8
years.

They have been associated with the VICA program for an average of

10.1 years, with a range of five to 15 years.

Their association with

trade and industrial education varies from five to 26 years, with a mean
of 15.4 years.
The thirty-member panel of consultants, comprised of 28
Caucasians, had 25 males.

The panel had a mean age of 38.3 years and an

average membership in VICA of 11.6 years.
Data Collection
The data collected for this study was gathered in three rounds:
Round One--suggesting goals; Round Two--initial rating of goals; Round
Three--feedback and re-evaluation of ratings.

While early uses of the

Delphi technique often employed four or more iterations of the questioning sequence, recent studies have shown that three rounds are sufficient.
In fact, as shown in Chapter 2 (p. 41), four or more rounds might be
counter productive.
Round One solicited suggested goal statements for collegiate
VICA from the panel of consultants.

The mailing contained:

1.

A letter providing directions for the first iteration;

2.

Endorsement letter from Larry W. Johnson, Executive
Director of VICA; and

3.

The instrument (See Appendix I).
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Upon return of Delphi Round number one, a lexical analyst
reviewed the panel of consultants' responses and comments.

Dr. James

D. Fritzen, Assistant Professor of Psychology, Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University, Blacksburg, Virginia, served as the
lexical analyst.
Dr. Fritzen served as a lexical analyst in 1975 for a similar
Delphi study.

In addition, he has authored several journal articles

concerning psycholinguistics and has presented papers on the subject at
various professional meetings.

He has received the excellence in

teaching award for his instructional work, which includes the teaching
' of psycholinguistics courses at yirginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University.
The lexical analyst reviewed the 160 Round One goal statements
generated by the panel of consultants.

The purposes of his analysis

were to determine which goal statements were similar and to offer suggestions on the rewriting of such goal statements.
Recent research indicates that an advisory committee would
greatly assist the researcher in the completion of the study.

A five-

member advisory committee comprised of a trade and industrial teachereducator, vocational-technical education doctoral student (trade and
industrial education emphasis), vocational-technical education doctoral
student (non-trade and industrial education emphasis), the president of
the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University VICA chapter
and the National VICA Staff Coordinator of collegiate activities met
with the researcher after each Delphi questionnaire round (See Appendix J
for names of individuals).

The purposes of the five-member advisory
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committee were to examine (1) the panel of consultants' ratings and
rankings of the statements, (2) the panel of consultants' COIJllllents and
suggestions, and (3) the lexical analyst's suggestions and recommendations.
After reviewing the aforementioned materials, the five-member committee
met with the researcher and made recommendations on the revision,
elimination and/or addition of statements.
After reviewing recommendations and suggestions made by the
lexical analyst and the five-member advisory committee, the researcher
examined the 160 goal statements in preparation for Delphi Round Two.
This instrument consisted of 16 goal statements.
Round Two was mailed to the panel of consultants with the
following instructions:
1.

Rate the 16 goal statements by placing the statements
into one of four priority categories:

Four goal state-

ments in "Extremely High Priority,'' Four goal statements
in "High Priority," Four goal statements in "Low Priority,"
and Four goal statements in "Least Priority."
2.

Rewrite any goal statement.

3.

Comment on all goal statements rated of "Extremely
High Priority" and of "Least Priority."

Also, comment

on any other goal statement you might care to.
4.

Write new goal statements that are important to the
collegiate organization of VICA but were not included
in Delphi Round Two (See Appendix K).

The forced-choice type of scale was used because it forces the
respondent to choose among alternatives.

Selecting one item in
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preference to another "avoids, at least to some extent, response
bias" (Kerlinger, 1973, p. 502).

Response bias is the tendency for a

participant to give the same or similar ratings to every item listed.
The forced-choice scale also provided a listing of the goals in priority
order, meeting a need that ' Stake felt was critical when one is concerned
with goals (Corbin, 1975, p. 43).
Upon return of Delphi Round Two, the lexical analyst
reviewed the panel of consultant's ratings of the goal statements and
their comments and suggestions.

The five-member advisory committee met

with the researcher and made recommendations on the revision, elimination,
and/or addition of goal statements utilizing the lexical analyst's suggestions.
After reviewing recommendations and suggestions made by the
lexical analyst and the five-member advisory committee, the researcher
re-examined the 16 goal statements in preparation for Delphi Round
Three.
Round Three was mailed to the panel of consultants along with
the panel of consultants' ratings, anonymous comments and personal ratings
of the goal statements of Delphi Round Two.

Each member of the panel

of consultants was requested to do the following:
1.

Review the aforementioned material;

2.

Rate the 16 goal statements by placing the statements
in one of four priority categories:

Four goal state-

ments in "Extremely High Priority," Four goal statements in "High Priority," Four goal statements in
"Low Priority" and Four goal statements in "Least
Priority;"

SS

3.

Rewrite and/or comment on any goal statement; and

4.

Eliminate any goal statement that should be omitted.

DATA TREA1MENT
The data collected from the final two Delphi rounds were ordinal
in nature (4.0
2.0

=

= "Extremely

High Priority," 3.0

"Low Priority," and 1.0

=

= "High

Priority,"

"Least Priority").

The statistical analysis computed for the goal information
process was:
1.

The frequency distribution for each goal statement
according to the ratings for each of the Delphi
rounds.

2.

The median for each goal statement according to
the ratings for each of the Delphi rounds.

3.

The rank for each goal statement according to the
frequency distribution and median for each of
the Delphi rounds.

4.

The Spearman-Rho correlation between iterations
based on the rankings of the second and third rounds.

S.

The amount of decreased or increased variance within
individual goal statements between the second and
third iterations.

6.

The increase or decrease in mean variance between the
second and third iterations.

The finalized goal statements are presented in their order of
ranked importance with the median rank also indicated.

The prioritizing
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of the goals for the collegiate organization of VICA are presented in a
hierarchical manner to indicate what emphasis should be given to each
goal.
SUMMARY

This chapter presented an explanation of the step-by-step
procedures followed in the study.

The first section of the chapter

reviewed the selection of the thirty-member panel of consultants and
provided a profile of the panel.

The chapter concluded with a review

of the methodology used to collect data and the treatment of the data.
Chapter 4 presents an analysis of the data collected from the study.

Chapter 4
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
The Delphi research methodology was used to formulate the goals
of the collegiate organization of the Vocational Industrial Clubs of
America (VICA).

The goals were generated and prioritized by a thirty-

member panel of consultants comprised of ten collegiate VICA chapter
advisors, ten national leaders of VICA, six collegiate VICA chapter
presidents and the four student members of the National Collegiate VICA
Planning Council.

This chapter presents the data collected and its

analysis.
Delphi Round One
Round One solicited suggested goal statements for collegiate
VICA from the panel of consultants.

Each member received the following

material:
1.

letter providing directions for the first iteration;

2.

endorsement letter from

, VICA's

National Executive Director; and
3.

instrument used to generate collegiate VICA goal
statements (See Appendix I).

One hundred percent of the panel returned the first iteration
within six weeks of the initial mailing.

The panel generated 160 goal

statements, with a mean of 5.33 per panel member.

The range of goal

statements generated by individual panel members was one to thirteen
statements (See Appendix L for complete listing of suggested goal
statements).
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The lexical analyst examined the 160 suggested goal statements.
By selecting key terms or phras.es, such as leadership, recruitment, image,
future advisors, and assisting, Dr. Fritzen was able to sort the statements
into 16 categories.

In addition, he suggested the wording of tentative

goal statements that might best convey the meaning of the suggested goal
statements.
In turn, this information was shared with the five-member advisory
committee.

After a careful review of both the panel and lexical analyst's

suggestions, they were able to sort the suggested goal statements into
17 categories.

The advisory committee, using the goal statement wording

suggested by Dr. Fritzen, was able to write one goal statement for 16
of the 17 categories.

The seventeenth category consisted of goal state-

ments that were invalid (e.g.--Enable college students other than Trade
and Industrial Education majors to participate and become members of
Collegiate VICA--This is already being accomplished).
The 16 goal statements that emerged from Delphi Round One were
as follows:
1.

assist, organize and implement stimulating VICA
activities at the local, district, state and
national levels;

2.

develop collegiate VICA chapter activities that
involve business and industry;

3.

develop respect for the dignity of work;

4.

develop skills in leadership and leadership
training;
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5.

encourage further study and research by
collegiate VICA members in the areas of Trade
and Industrial Education and VICA;

6.

encourage the pursuit of continuous education
consistent to the needs of the individual
selected career objectives;

7.

enhance the image of vocational education and VICA;

8.

establish a communication network among collegiate
VICA chapters and state and national VICA offices;

9.
10.

establish collegiate VICA regional conferences;
foster and maintain a supporting interest in Trade
and Industrial Education;

11.

foster the competencies that individuals need to
be VICA chapter advisors;

12.

instill within the collegiate VICA member a respect
for and a solid philosophy of professional organizations;

13.

promote unity and common purpose to remove all vestiges
and biases in vocational programs;

14.

provide the building of an improved self-image through
personal achievement;

15.

recruit new and assist existing collegiate VICA
chapters; and

16.

recruit potential VICA advisors and Trade and Industrial
instructors into teacher education programs.
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Delphi Round Two
The 16 goal statements were mailed to the panel of consultants
with the following instructions:
1.

Rate the 16 goal statements by placing the statements
in one of four priority categories:

Four goal state-

ments in "Extremely High Priority," Four goal statements in "High Priority," Four goal statements in "Low
Priority" and Four goal statements in "Least Priority."
2.

Rewrite any goal statement.

3.

Comment on all goal statements rated of "Extremely High
Priority" and of "Least Priorl.ty."

Also, comment on any

other goal statement you might care to.
4.

Write new goal statements that are important to the
collegiate organization of VICA but were not included in
Delphi Round Two (See Appendix K).

Within four weeks of the initial mailing, one hundred percent of
the panel of consultants had returned Delphi Round Two.

Table 1 displays

the priority listing of the goal statements based on the median
rating.
Table 2 shows the frequency distribution based on the forcedchoice ratings given by the panel of consultants.

Table 2 also shows

that the panel of consultants holds a wide range of views concerning the
goal statements.

A close examination of the table reveals that every

possible rating received at least one response.

Table 1
Analysis of Delphi Iteration Two
Rank

Goal Statement
develop skills in leadership and leadership training;
foster the competencies that individuals need to be VICA chapter advisors;
assist, organize and implement stimulating VICA activities at the local,
district, state and national levels;
recruit potential VICA advisors and Trade and Industrial instructors
into teacher education programs;
foster and maintain a supporting interest in Trade and Industrial Education;
instill within the collegiate VICA member a respect for and a solid
philosophy of professional organizations;
enhance the image of vocational education and VICA;
develop collegiate VICA chapter activities that involve business and industry;
establish a communication network among collegiate VICA chapters and state
and national VICA offices;
.
provide the building of an improved self image through personal achievement;
recruit new and assist existing collegiate VICA chapters;
develop respect for the dignity of work;
encourage the pursuit of continuous education consistent to the needs of the
individual selected career objectives;
encourage further study and research by collegiate VICA members in the areas
of Trade and Industrial Education and VICA;
promote unity and common purpose to remove all vestiges and biases in
vocational programs; and
establish collegiate VICA regional conferences.

1.5
1. 5
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
9.0
9.0
9.0
11.0
12.0
13.0
14.0
15.0
16.0

Note.

4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0

= Extremely High Priority
= High Priority
= Low Pri9rity
= Least Priority

Median
Ra tin
3.750
3.750
3.618
3.214
2.688
2.611
2.600
2.500
2.500
2.500
2.227
2.000
1.917
1.500
1.333
1.289

Q"\

......

Table 2
Frequency Distribution of Delphi Iteration Two
Goal Statement
develop skills in leadership and leadership training;
foster the competencies that individuals need to be VICA
chapter advisors;
assist, organize and implement stimulating VICA activities
at the local, district, state and national levels;
recruit potential VICA advisors and Trade and Industrial
instructors into teacher education programs;
foster and maintain a supporting interest in Trade and
Industrial Education;
instill within the collegiate VICA member a respect for
and a solid philosophy of professional organizations;
enhance the image of vocational education and VICA;
develop collegiate VICA chapter.activities that involve
business and industry;
establish a communication network among collegiate VICA
chapters and state and national offices;
provide the building of an improved self-image through
personal achievement;
recruit new and assist existing collegiate VICA chapters;
develop respect for the dignity of work;
encourage the pursuit of continuous education consistent to
the needs of the individual selected career objectives;
encourage further study and research by collegiate VICA members
in the areas of Trade and Industrial Education and VICA;
promote unity 'and common purpose to remove all vestiges
and biases in vocational programs; and
establish collegiate VICA regional conferences.

Priorities
Extremely High High

Lo~

Least
1

20
20

5
5

4
4

1

17

10

2

1

13

7

6

4

2

16

10

2

7

9

4

10

6
8

10

7

11
10

5

6

9

7

8

4

11

9

6

3
4
3

9
6
5

10
12

10
10

4

5

6

15

2

4

1

2

11

3

7

18
8

19
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The panel of consultants generated 214 comments concerning
the 16 second iteration goal statements.

The 214 comments included

the suggestion of five additional goal statements and nine revisions
to the original goal statements (See Appendix M).

This information was

helpful to the lexical analyst and the five-member advisory committee
as they prepared recommendations for Delphi Round Three.
The lexical analyst examined the 214 comments, revisions, and
suggested additional goal statements to determine what similarity problems, semantic problems and justifiable conunents existed as a
Delp~i

Round Two.

re~ult

of

As a result of his analysis, Dr. Fritzen recommended

that no goal statement be eliminated or added to the study at this time.
He suggested that the two goal statements generated by one panel member
referring to integrating VICA into the curricull..llll be shared with the
panel of consultants for their reaction.

He pointed out that if one

additional panel member considered the goal important, then consideration
should be given to including the statement in the study.

A second con-

cern of the lexical analyst was that no provision existed for the elimination of a particular goal statement.

His concern was based on the

negative comments by some panel members for goals rated "Least Priority."
He felt he was unable to determine the point at which a goal should be
eliminated.

Thus, he suggested the development of a method for the panel

to eliminate a goal statement.
The five-member advisory committee examined the statistical
analysis of the second iteration, the 214 comments suggested by the panel
of consultants and the suggestions and recommendations of the lexical
analyst.

After reviewing these materials, the advisory committee
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recommended that three goal statements be revised and 13 goal statements remain as stated in Delphi RoWld Two.

They also concurred with

the suggestion of Dr. Fritzen that an opportunity be given to the panel
of consultants to eliminate a goal statement.
Based upon the recommendations from the lexical analyst and the
advisory committee, the researcher revised three goal statements and
developed an elimination sheet for goal statements.

The three goal

statements revised were:
original goal statement develop collegiate VICA chapter activities that
involve business and industry.
revised goal statement develop collegiate VICA chapter activities that
involve business, industry and labor.
original goal statement foster the competencies that individuals need
to be VICA chapter advisors.
revised goal statement foster the competencies that individuals need
to be VICA advisors.
original goal statement promote Wlity and common purpose to remove all
vestiges and biases in vocational programs.
revised goal statement promote Wlity and common purpose to remove all
vestiges of biases in vocational programs.
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Delphi Round Three
The 16 goal statements as revised were mailed to the thirtymember panel of consultants along with the following material:
1.

median ranked order of second iteration goal statements;

2.

frequency distribution of second iteration goal statements;

3.

second iteration comments of the panel of consultants; and

4.

the individual's second iteration personal ratings of the
goal statements.

The panel of consultants were instructed to perform the following tasks:
1.

review the aforementioned material;

2.

rate the 16 goal statements by placing the statements in
one of four priority categories:

Four goal statements in

"Extremely High Priority," Four goal statements in "High
Priority," Four goal statements in "Low Priority" and
Four goal statements in "Least Priority."
3.

rewrite and/or comment on any goal statement; and

4.

eliminate any goal statement that should be omitted
(See ·Appendix M).

One hundred percent of the panel of consultants had returned
Delphi Round Three within five weeks of the initial mailing.

Table 3

reports the priority listing of the third iteration goal statements
based on the median rating.
Table 4 sh?ws the frequency distribution of the third iteration
based on the forced-choice ratings given by the panel of consultants.

Table 3
Analysis of Delphi Iteration Three
Goal Statement

Rank
1.0
2.5
2.5

4.o
5.o

6.0

7.0
8.0
9.0
10.0
11.0
12.0
13.0
14.5
14.5
16.0

Note.

develop skills in leadership and leadership training;
assist, organize and implement stimulat~ng VlCA activities at
the local, district, state and national levels;
foster the competencies that individuals need to be VICA advisors;
recruit potential VICA advisors and Trade and Industrial instructors
into teacher education programs;
enhance the image of vocational education and VICA;
develop collegiate VICA chapter activities that involve business,
industry and labor;
foster and maintain a supporting interest in Trade and Industrial
Education;
establish a communication network among collegiate VICA chapters
and state and national VICA offices;
instill within the collegiate VICA member a respect for and a
solid philosophy of professional organizations;
provide the building of an improved self-image through personal
achievement;
recruit new and assist existing collegiate VICA chapters;
develop respect for the dignity of work;
encourage the pursuit of continuous education consistent to
the needs of the individual selected career objectives;
encourage further study and research by collegiate VICA members
in the areas of Trade and Industrial Education and VICA;
promote unity and common purpose to remove all vestiges of biases
in vocational programs; and
establish collegiate VICA regional conferences.
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0

=
=
=
=

Extremely High Priority
High Priority
Low Priority
Least Priority

Median
Ratin
3.848
3.786
3.786
3.167
2.654
2.611
2.591
2.577
2.500
2.269
2.167
1.900
1.800
1.382
1.382
1.182

°'
°'

Table 4
Frequency Distribution of

Del~hi

Iteration Three

Goal Statement
develop skills in leadership and leadership training;
assist, organize, and implement stimulating VICA activities
at the local, district, state and national levels;
foster the competencies that individuals need to be VICA advisors;
recruit potential VICA advisors and Trade and Industrial instructors
into teacher education programs;
enhance the image of vocational education and VICA;
develop collegiate VICA chapter activities that involve business,
industry and labor;
foster and maintain a supporting interest in Trade and Industrial
Education;
establish a communication network among collegiate VICA chapters
and state and national VICA offices;
instill within the collegiate VICA member a respect for and a
solid philosophy of professional organization;
provide the building of an improved self-image through personal
achievement;
recruit new and assist existing collegiate VICA chapters;
develop respect for the dignity of work;
encourage the pursuit of continuous education consistent to the
needs of the individual selected career objectives;
encourage further study and research by collegiate VICA members
in the areas of Trade and Industrial Education and VICA;
promote unity and common purpose to remove all vestiges of biases
in vocational programs; and
establish collegiate VICA regional conferences.

Priorities
Extremely High High Low

Least

23
21

3
6

4
3

0
0

21
12

6
9

2
8

1
1

4
7

13
9

10
11

3
3

5

11

12

2

3

13

6

8

4

11

6

9

5

7

13

5

3
3

2

9
6
6

9
10
10

9
11
12

5

5

3

17

1

4

8

17

1

0

7

22
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A comparison of this table with Table 2 (p. 62) indicates that the panel
moved toward consensus.
The Spearman-Rho correlation is the appropriate statistical tool
to be used to determine the amount of similarity between iterations
of ordinal data.

Table 5 shows that the Spearman-Rho correlation between

the second and third iteration for the panel of consultants is .956.

This

indicates that the rankings of the two iterations have not changed significantly and that further iterations might not be needed.
In addition, Spearman-Rho correlations were calculated for the
three sub-groups comprising the panel of consultants.

Tables 6, 7, and 8

reveal that the correlation for collegiate VICA students, collegiate VICA
advisors and national leaders of VICA is .927, .947 and .946, respectively.
A second indication that the panel is not significantly changing
their views is the amount of change in individual ratings.

During the

third iteration, 26 of 30 panel members revised their ratings from their
initial ratings of the second iteration.

This resulted in 145 previous

ratings of the panel of consultants being changed.

Since there are 480

possible choices to be made by the panel (16 goal statements times 30
panel members equal 480 choices), this constitutes the panel remaining
steadfast on 69.8% of their original choices.
Indications supporting a group's moving toward consensus are when
(1) the variance of individual goal statements decrease between iterations
and (2) the mean variance of the composed goal statement decreases.

Table 9

reveals that the variance for individual goal statements decreased for 14
of the 16 goal statements.

In addition, Table 9 shows an overall decrease

of mean variance of .126 between the second iteration and third iteration.
This infers that the panel of consultants is moving toward consensus.

Table 5
Spearman-Rho Correlation Between the Second and Third Iterations for the Panel of Consultants
Goal Statement
develop skills in leadership and leadership training;
assist, organize, and implement stimulating VICA activities
at the local, district, state and national levels;
foster the competencies that individuals need to be VICA
advisors;
recruit potential VICA advisors and Trade and Industrial
instructors into teacher education programs;
enhance the image of vocational education and VICA;
develop collegiate VICA chapter activities that involve
business, industry and labor;
foster and maintain a supporting interest in Trade and
Industrial Education;
establish a communication network among collegiate VICA
chapters and state and national VICA offices;
instill within the collegiate VICA member a respect for and
a solid philosophy of professional organizations;
provide the building of an improved self-image through
personal achievement;
recruit new and assist existing collegiate VICA chapters;
develop respect for the dignity of work;
·
encourage the pursuit of continuous education consistent
to the needs of the individual selected career objectives;
encourage further study and research by collegiate VICA
members in the areas of Trade and Industrial Education
and VICA;
promote unity and common purpose to remove all vestiges
of biases in vocational programs; and
establish collegiate VICA regional conferences.

Second
Iteration
Ranking

Third
Iteration
Ranking

1.5

1.0

3.0

2.5

1.5

2.5

4.0
7.0

4.0
5.0

9.0

6.0

5.0

7.0

9.0

8.0

6.0

9.0

9.0
11.0
12.0

10.0
11.0
12.0

13.0

13.0

14.0

14.5

15.0
16.0

14.5
16.0

Q\

c.o

Table 6
Spearman-Rho Correlation Between the Second and Third Iterations for Collegiate VICA Students
Goal Statement
develop skills in leadership and leadership training;
assist, organize, and implement stimulating VICA activities
at the local, district, state and national levels;
foster the competencies that individuals need to be VICA
advisors;
recruit potential VICA advisors and Trade and Industrial
instructors into teacher education programs;
enhance the image of vocational education and VICA;
develop collegiate VICA chapter activities that involve
business, industry and labor;
foster and maintain a supporting interest in Trade and
Industrial Education;
establish a communication network among collegiate VICA
chapters and state and national VICA offices;
instill within the collegiate VICA member a respect for and
a solid philosophy of professional organizations;
provide the building of an improved self-image through
personal achievement;
recruit new and assist existing collegiate VICA chapters;
develop respect for the dignity of work;
encourage the pursuit of continuous education consistent
to the needs of the individual selected career objectives;
encourage further study and research by collegiate VICA members
in the areas of Trade and Industrial Education and VICA;
promote unity and common purpose to remove all vestiges of
biases in vocational programs; and
establish collegiate VICA regional conferences.

Second
Iteration
Ranking

Third
Iteration
Ranking

3.0

2.0

1.5

1.0

1. 5

3.0

5.0
6.0

6.0
8.5

10.0

8.5

8.0

4.5

4.0

4.5

15.0

14.0

12.0
9.0
13.0

11.0
10.0
14.0

7.0

7.0

11.0

14.0

15.0
15.0

12.0
16.0

'-I
0

Table 7
Spearman-Rho Correlation Between the Second and Third Iterations for Collegiate VICA Advisors
Goal Statement
develop skills in leadership and leadership training;
assist, organize, and implement stimulating VICA activities
at the local, district, state and national levels;
foster the competencies that individuals need to be VICA
advisors;
recruit potential VICA advisors and Trade and Industrial
instructors into teacher education programs;
enhance the image of vocational education and VICA;
develop collegiate VICA chapter activities that involve
business, industry and labor;
foster and maintain a supporting interest in Trade and
Industrial Education;
establish a communication network among collegiate VICA
chapters and state and national VICA offices;
instill within the collegiate VICA member a respect for
and a solid philosophy of professional organizations;
provide the building of an improved self-image through
personal achievement;
recruit new and assist existing collegiate VICA chapters;
develop respect for the dignity of work;
encourage the pursuit of continuous education consistent
to the needs of the individual selected career objectives;
encourage further study and research by collegiate VICA members
in the areas of Trade and Industrial Education and VICA;
promote unity and conunon purpose to remove all vestiges of
biases in vocational programs; and
establish collegiate VICA regional conferences.

Second
Iteration
Ranking

Third
Iteration
Ranking

1.0

1.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

2.0

5.0
9.5

4.0
7.0

6.0

6.0

8.0

10.0

9.5

8.5

3.0

5.0

7.0
13.0
12.0

8.5
12.0
11.0

14.5

13.0

11.0

14.0

16.0
14.5

15.0
16.0

'-I
......

Table 8
Spearman-Rho Correlation Between the Second and Third Iterations for National Leaders of VICA
Goal Statement
develop skills in leadership and leadership training;
assist, organize, and implement stimulating VICA activities
at the local, district, state and national levels;
foster the competencies that individuals need to be VICA
advisors;
recruit potential VICA advisors and Trade and Industrial
instructors into teacher education programs;
enhance the image of vocational education and VICA;
develop collegiate VICA chapter activities that involve
business, industry and labor;
foster and maintain a supporting interest in Trade and
Industrial Education;
establish a communication network among collegiate VICA
chapters and state and national VICA offices;
instill within the collegiate VICA member a respect for and
a solid philosophy of professional organizations;
provide the building of an improved self-image through
personal achievement;
recruit new and assist existing collegiate VICA chapters;
develop respect for the dignity of work;
encourage the pursuit of continuous education consistent
to the needs of the individual selected career objectives;
encourage further study and research by collegiate VICA members
in the areas of Trade and Industrial Education and VICA;
promote unity and common purpose to remove all vestiges of
biases in vocational programs; and
establish collegiate VICA regional conferences.

Second
Iteration
Ranking

Third
Iteration
Ranking

2.0

2.5

3.0

2.5

1.0

1.0

4.0
8.5

4.0
6.5

8.5

5.0

7.0

9.0

12.0

12.0

5.0

6.5

6.0
10.0
11.0

9.0
9.0
11.0

13.5

13.0

15.0

14.5

13.5
16.0

14.5
14.5

---1

['..)

Table 9
Goal Statement Variance of the Second and Third Iterations for the Panel of Consultants
Goal Statement
develop skills in leadership and leadership training;
assist, organize, and implement stimulating VICA activities
at the local, district, state and national levels;
foster the competencies that individuals need to be VICA
advisors;
recruit potential VICA advisors and Trade and Industrial
instructors into teacher education programs;
enhance the image of vocational education and VICA;
develop collegiate VICA chapter activities that involve
business, industry and labor;
foster and maintain a supporting interest in Trade and
Industrial Education;
establish a communication network among collegiate VICA
chapters and state and national VICA offices;
instill within the collegiate VICA member a respect for and
a solid philosophy of professional organization;
provide the building of an improved self-image through
personal achievement;
recruit new and assist existing collegiate VICA chapters;
develop respect for the dignity of work;
encourage the pursuit of continuous education consistent
to the needs of the individual selected career objectives;
encourage further study and research by collegiate VICA members in the areas of Trade and Industrial Education and VICA;
promote unity and common purpose to remove all vestiges of
biases in vocational programs; and
establish collegiate VICA regional conferences.

Second
Iteration
Variance

Third
Iteration
Variance

Difference

.740

.516

-.224

.599

.455

-.144

. 740

.599

-.141

1.206
.944

.823
.731

- .213

1.145

.920

-.225

.524

. 723

+.199

1.220

.999

-.221

1.426

1.126

-.300

.944
.822
1.085

.938
.993
.999

+ .171

.930

.892

-.038

1.500

1.444

-.056

• 723

-.197
. -.166

.920

.603

.437

-.383

-.006

-.086
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The panel of consultants generated 22 connnents concerning the
16 third iteration goal statements.

The 22 comments included the sug-

gestion of one additional goal statement and ten revisions to the goal
statements (See Appendix N for complete listing of comments).
As a result of the justifying connnents made by the panel members
concerning goal statements they perceived as of "Least Priority," a
collegiate VICA goal statement elimination sheet was developed for the
third iteration.

This sheet provided the panel member with an opportunity

to suggest a particular goal statement be eliminated from the study.
Table 10 shows the results of this procedure.

Since a majority

of the panel of consultants did not indicate a desire to eliminate any
goal statement, it was the opinion of the lexical analyst, the five-member
advisory connnittee and the researcher that no goal statement be removed
from the study.
The lexical analyst examined the 22 comments, revisions and the
suggested additional goal statement to determine what similarity problems,
semantic problems and justifiable comments existed as a result of Delphi
Round Three.

He also reviewed the statistical information presented

previously in this chapter.

As a result of his analysis, Dr. Fritzen

recommended that no goal statement be added or revised.

It was his belief

that the connnents would not alter the meaning of any existing goal statement and he saw no reason to change.

In addition, he recommended that

further iterations not be conducted.
The five-member advisory conunittee examined the statistical
information of the third iteration, the 22 comments generated by the
panel of consultants and the recolIDllendations of the lexical analyst.
After a careful review of the nine suggested revisions, the advisory

Table 10
Elimination of Collegiate VICA Goal Statements--Third Iteration
Goal Statements
establish collegiate VICA regional conferences;
promote unity and common purpose to remove all vestiges
of biases in vocational programs;
encourage further study and research by collegiate VICA
members in the areas of Trade and Industrial Education
and VICA;
encourage the pursuit of continuous education consistent
to the needs of the individual selected career objectives;
instill within the collegiate VICA member a respect for and
a solid philosophy of professional organizations;
develop respect for the dignity of work;
enhance the image of vocational education and VICA;
establish a communication network among collegiate VICA
chapters and state and national VICA offices;
provide the building of an improved self-image through
personal achievement;
recruit new and assist existing collegiate VICA chapters;
recruit potential VICA advisors and Trade and Industrial
instructors into teacher education programs;
assist, organize and implement stimulating VICA activities
at the local, district, state and national levels;
develop collegiate VICA chapter activities that involve
business, industry and labor;
develop skills in leadership and leadership training;
foster and maintain a supporting interest in Trade and
Industrial Education; and
foster the competencies that individuals need to be VICA
advisors.

Number of Panel Members
Voting to Eliminate
10
8
6
6
4

1
1

1
1
1

1
0
0
0
0
0

--.J

(./1
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committee recommended that no changes be made to the existing 16 goal
statements.

It was the advisory committee's belief that the revisions

were minor editorial changes and did not change the intent of the goal
statements.
The advisory committee reconnnended that the suggested additional
goal statement to establish the VICA program as an integral part of the
Trade and Industrial teacher education curriculum not be included in the
study as a separate goal for collegiate VICA.

It was their belief that

this was one of the competencies needed by future VICA advisors.
A final reconnnendation of the advisory committee was that a
fourth iteration not be conducted.

They suggested that further iterations

would not produce a significant change in light of the high correlation
between the second and third iterations, the reduced number of comments
and decreased amount of variance of individual goal statements.
Based upon the recommendations of the lexical analyst and the
five-member advisory committee, the researcher did not incorporate any
changes in the existing goal statements as presented in Table 3 (p.66 ).
Furthermore, the researcher accepted their recommendation that additional
iterations not be conducted.
Comparison of Rankings by Panel's Sub-Groups
Table 11 depicts the median-ordered rankings of the 16 goal
statements by the three sub-groups comprising the thirty-member panel of
consultants.

The three sub-groups represent ten collegiate VICA students,

ten collegiate VICA advisors and ten national leaders of VICA.
An examination of Table 11 reveals that the rankings of the
sub-groups are in near agreement in 12 of the 16 goal statements (numbers

Table 11
Comparison of Rankings of Collegiate VICA Goal Statements by Panel of Consultant's Sub-Groups
Goal Statement
develop skills in leadership and leadership training;
assist, organize, and implement stimulating VICA activities
at the local, district, state and national levels;
foster the competencies that individuals need to be
VICA advisors;
recruit potential VICA advisors and Trade and Industrial
instructors into teacher education programs;
enhance the image of vocational education and VICA;
develop collegiate VICA chapter activities that involve
business, industry and labor;
foster and maintain a supporting interest in Trade and
Industrial Education;
establish a communication network among collegiate
VICA chapters and state and national VICA offices;
instill within the collegiate VICA member a respect
for and a solid philosophy of professional organization;
provide the building of an improved self-image through
personal achievement;
recruit new and assist existing collegiate VICA chapters;
develop respect for the dignity of work;
encourage the pursuit of continuous education consistent
to the needs of the individual selected career
objectives;
encourage further study and research by collegiate VICA
members in the areas of Trade and Industrial Education
and VICA;
promote unity and common purpose to remove all vestiges
of biases in vocational programs; and
establish collegiate VICA regional conferences.

Students

Advisors

National
Leaders

Panel of
Consultants

2.0

1.0

2.5

1.0

1.0

3.0

2.5

2.5

3.0

2.0

1.0

2.5

6.0
8.5

4.0
7.0

4.0
6.5

4.0
5.0

8.5

6.0

5.0

6.0

4.5

10.0

9.0

7.0

4.5

8.5

12.0

8.0

14.0

5.0

6.5

9.0

11.0
10.0
14.0

8.5
12.0
11.0

9.0
9.0
11.0

10.0
11.0
12.0

7.0

13.0

13.0

13.0

14.0

14.0

14.5

14.5

12.0
16.0

15.0
16.0

14.5
14.5

14.5
16.0
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1-6, 10-12 and 14-16).

The remaining four goal statements (numbers 7-9

and 13) reveal that one or more sub-groups place a significant higher
or lower priority for these particular goal statements.
In three of the four cases (number 7, 8 and 9), the student
sub-group demonstrates a higher priority for the goal than do the other two
sub-groups.

The collegiate VICA students placed a higher priority on

communication between chapters and communication with state and national
VICA offices, life-long career planning and on fostering and maintaining
a supporting interest in Trade and Industrial Education and VICA than
did the collegiate VICA advisors and national leaders of VICA.

The

remaining goal statement (number 12) shows that the national leaders
of VICA and'collegiate VICA advisors rank respect for professional
organizations much higher than do the collegiate VICA students.
SUMMARY

A thirty-member panel of consultants used three Delphi iterations
to formulate the goals of the collegiate organization of the Vocational
Industrial Clubs of America.

The panel of consultants consisted of ten

collegiate VICA chapter advisors, ten national leaders of VICA, six
collegiate VICA chapter presidents and the four student members of the
National Collegiate VICA Planning Co"uncil.
One hundred percent of the panel of consultants returned the
first Delphi instrument within six weeks.

The panel generated 160 sug-

gested goal statements in a brain-storming first iteration.

These 160

goals were examined by a lexical analyst and a five-member advisory
committee.

Their review resulted in 16 goal statements emerging from

the first iteration.
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The second iteration provided the panel of consultants with an
opportunity to prioritize and comment on the 16 goal statements and to
revise or submit additional goal statements.

Within four weeks, one

hundred percent of the panel returned the second Delphi round with 214
comments.

Again, the lexical analyst and the five-member advisory

committee reviewed the panel's second iteration product.

Their examina-

tion resulted in three revisions to the 16 goal statements and the development of a goal statement elimination sheet.
In the third Delphi iteration the panel of consultants were
asked to re-evaluate the previous ratings based upon the information
generated in the second iteration.

One hundred percent of the panel

returned the third iteration within five weeks.

The panel remained

unchanged in seventy percent of the ratings, resulting in a SpearmanRho correlation of .956 between the second and third iterations.

In

addition, the amount of variance between panel members decreased in
14 goal statements, indicating that the panel moved toward consensus.
Also, the number of comments generated by the panel members declined
significantly from 214 to 22 comments.
The lexical analyst and the five-member advisory committee
examined the information generated during the third iteration.

Based

upon their recommendation, no changes were made to the existing 16
second iteration goal statements and further iterations were not conducted.
The 16 emerging goal statements for the collegiate VICA organization are presented in this chapter in rank order based on the median
rating.

Chapter 5
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Chapter 5 begins with a summation of the study to formulate
goals for the collegiate organization of the Vocational Industrial Clubs
of America (VICA).

The first portion contains sections on the back-

ground of the problem, statement of the problem, panel of consultants
and methodology utilized in the study and the findings resulting from
the study.

The second portion presents conclusions of the study based

upon the findings.

The chapter concludes with recommendations for

utilizing this study and implications for further research.
SUMMARY OF THE STUDY
Background of the Problem
The initial interest for a collegiate organization wifhin the
total VICA population emerged from the campuses of North Carolina State
University and The Pennsylvania State University in the early 1970's.
Their efforts resulted in the Board of Directors of National VICA appointing an organizational committee in 1974 to study the need for a collegiate
VICA organization and to develop the basic purposes necessary for preparing a constitution.
At the 1975 American Vocational Association (AVA) Convention in
Anaheim, California, the National VICA Board of Directors received the
conunittee's study that identified 147 potential chapters with over
9,000 prospective members.

The board of directors enthusiastically

approved the constitution of the National Collegiate VICA organization
80
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and accepted the association as an affiliated member of Vocational
Industrial Clubs of America, Inc.

The new collegiate VICA organization

was recognized at the 1976 National VICA Leadership Conference in
Miami Beach, Florida, at which time ten founding chapters were chartered.
The thirteen purposes developed in 1975 currently serve as the
basis for operational procedures and policy formulation for the VICA
Board of Directors, National VICA staff, and collegiate VICA membership.
These purposes are:
1.

Provide a vehicle, national in scope, to work articulately
with trade, industrial, technical, and health occupations
student and teacher groups;

2.

Provide support and services for the secondary and postsecondary divisions and affiliates of the Vocational
Industrial Clubs of America at the local, state, and
national levels;

3.

Further the goals and purposes of the Vocational
Industrial Clubs of America, through teacher education
programs, activities, and services in trade, industrial,
technical, and health occupations;

4.

Develop competent leadership abilities essential for
future VICA advisors through participation in educational,
vocational, civic, recreational, and social activities;

5.

Create among students, faculty members, patrons of the
school, and persons in industry a sincere interest in and
esteem for trade, industrial, technical and health
occupations education;

6.

Promote unity and common purpose in removing all vestiges
and biases in vocational trade, industrial, technical
and health occupations education;

7.

Assist in the development of competencies for leadership,
citizenship, and character development of the individual
VICA members as well as advisors;

8.

Provide a clearinghouse for information and activities;

9.

Develop patriotism through a knowledge of our Nation's
heritage and the practice of Democracy;
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10.

Foster a deep respect for the dignity of work and provide
recognition and prestige for the trade, industrial, technical, and health occupations;

11.

Encourage the pursuit of continuing education consistent
with the needs of the individual's career objectives;

12., Develop citizenship by encouraging active involvement in
democratic activities which affect work, schools, communities,
and the American way of life; and
13.

Create enthusiasm for learning in the attainment of a
purposeful life (VICA Collegiate Handbook, 1978, pp. 11-12).

An examination of these purposes shows a close alignment with
the eleven purposes of VICA's secondary and post-secondary divisions.
In the VICA Collegiate Handbook (1978), founders of collegiate VICA
stated they believed that these purposes would grow in scope and
specificity as the collegiate VICA organization developed an identity
of its own.
This belief was emphasized at the 1978 AVA convention when VICA's
Executive Director called for greater support for collegiate VICA and
continuation of development of the collegiate organization within the
VICA structure.

The director stated that the collegiate organization

could serve as a valuable "training ground" for teachlng potential trade,
industrial, technical and health occupations instructors to be future
VICA advisors.

At the conclusion of his remarks he called for the

formulation of goals to provide direction to this newly established
organization.

It was the purpose of this study to formulate the goals

that would allow collegiate VICA to establish its own identity and
provide the proper direction.
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Statement of the Problem
Although the collegiate organization of VICA was officially
established in 1975, an appropriate list of goals has not been developed.
The problem addressed in this study was the lack of specific direction
for the collegiate VICA organization.
Panel of Consultants for the Study
A thirty-member panel of consultants was used to formulate
the goals for the collegiate organization of the Vocational Industrial
Clubs of America.

The panel of consultants consisted of ten collegiate

VICA chapter advisors, six collegiate VICA chapter presidents, four
student members of the National Collegiate VICA Planning Col.lllcil and
ten national leaders of VICA (two National VICA Board of Directors
members, two National VICA resource persons, two National VICA staff
members, two state supervisors of Trade and Industrial Education and
two state VICA directors).
Methodology Utilized in the Study
The Delphi research methodology was used to formulate the goals
for collegiate VICA.

A Delphi study is one that gathers information by

obtaining the most reliable consensus of opinion from a group of experts
or consultants through a series of intensive questionnaires interspersed
with controlled opinion feedback (Linstone and Turoff, 1975).
To aid in this data collection process, a lexical analyst was
used to review the panel of consultant's coinments for each Delphi
iteration.

Dr. James D. Fritzen, Assistant Professor of Psychology,
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Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, served as the
lexical analyst for this study.

Dr. Fritzen examined the material

gathered in each Delphi iteration to determine what similarity problems,
semantic problems and/or justifiable comments existed.

In addition,

Dr. Fritzen suggested wording that would resolve problems or concerns
existing in the goals for collegiate VICA.

An additional aid in the data collection process was the
formation of a five-member advisory committee comprised of a trade and
industrial teacher-educator, vocational-technical education doctoral
student (trade and industrial emphasis), vocational-technical education
doctoral student (non-trade and industrial emphasis), the president of
the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University VICA chapter
and the National VICA Staff Coordinator of collegiate activities.

The

purposes of this five-member advisory comm1ttee was to examine the
panel of consultants' ratings and resulting rankings of the statements,
the panel's comments and suggestions, and the lexical analyst's
suggestions and recommendations.

In turn, the advisory committee was

asked to make recommendations concerning the revision, elimination
and/or addition of goal statements.
Three Delphi iterations were used to conduct this study.

Round

One solicited goal statements for collegiate VICA from the panel of
consultants.

This "brainstorming" activity resulted in 160 goal

statements being generated.

Because of the similarities in goal state-

ments submitted, the lexical analyst, advisory committee and researcher
were able to consolidate the panel's input into 16 goal statements.
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The panel of consultants was asked to rate the 16 goal statements contained in Round Two in one of four categories:

"Extremely

High Priority," "High Priority," "Low Priority," and "Least Priority."
One hundred percent returned the second iteration within four weeks.
The panel generated 214 comments concerning the sixteen second iteration
goal statements.

The 214 comments included the suggestion of five

additional goal statements and nine revisions to the original goal
statements.

Upon recommendations of the panel of consultants, the

lexical analyst, and the five-member advisory committee, the researcher
revised three goal statements and kept 13 goal statements in their
original form.
The third iteration asked the panel of consultants to rate
the 16 goal statements in one of the four categories mentioned previously.
In addition, the panel was provided an opportunity to eliminate any
goal statement they did not feel should be a goal of collegiate VICA.
One hundred percent of the panel of consultants returned Delphi
Round Three within five weeks.

The panel generated 22 comments

which included one suggested additional goal statement and ten revisions
to the goal statements.
The panel remained unchanged in seventy percent of the ratings
resulting in a Spearman-Rho correlation of .956 between the second and
third iterations.

In addition, the amount of variance between panel

members decreased in 14 goal statements, indicating that the panel was
moving toward consensus.

In view of the comments offered by the panel

of consultants, the lexical analyst and the five-member advisory
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committee, the researcher believed that the individuals involved were
satisfied with the sixteen goal statements and no further iterations were
conducted.
Findings
The study formulated 16 goal statements for the collegiate
organization of the Vocational Industrial Clubs of America.

The 16 goal

statements with the median rating indicated in parenthesis are, in order
of importance, as follows:
1.
2.5.

develop skills in leadership and leadership training (3.848);
assist, organize and implement stimulating VICA activities
at the local, district, state and national levels (3.786);

2.5

foster the competencies that individuals need to be VICA
advisors (3.786);

4.

recruit potential VICA advisors and Trade and Industrial
instructors into teacher education programs (3.167);

5.

enhance the image of vocational education and VICA (2.654);

6.

develop collegiate VICA chapter activities that involve
business, industry and labor (2.611);

7.

foster and maintain a supporting interest in Trade and
Industrial Education (2.591);

8.

establish a communication network among collegiate VICA
chapters and state and national VICA offices (2.577);

9.

instill within the collegiate VICA member a respect for and
a solid philosophy of professional organizations (2.500);

10.

provide the building of an improved
personal achievement (2.269);

se~f-image

through
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11.

recruit new and assist existing collegiate VICA chapters (2.167);

12.

develop respect for the dignity of work (1. 900);

13.

encourage the pursuit of continuous education consistent to
the needs of the individual selected career objectives (1.800);

14.S.

encourage further study and research by collegiate VICA members in the areas of Trade and Industrial Education and VICA
(1. 382);

14.S.

promote unity and common purpose to remove all vestiges of
biases in vocational programs (1.382); and

16.

establish collegiate VICA regional conferences (1.182).
CONCLUSIONS

Based upon the knowledge, expertise and reflective thinking of
the thirty-member panel of consultants, the following conclusions are
reached:
1.

There are 16 goals which have been formulated for the
collegiate organization of the Vocational Industrial Clubs
of America.

2.

The sixteen goals which have been formulated for the
collegiate organization of the Vocational Industrial Clubs
of America have been rated by the panel of consultants into
four categories:

"Extremely High-'Prlority (4 .0)," "High !'ri-

ori ty_, (3 .0)," "Low Priority (2.0)" and "Least Priority (1.0)."
The median rankings based upon the ratings of individual
panel members can be organized into three categories:
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"Extremely High or High Priority (3.000-4.000)," ''Medium
Priority (2.000-2.999)," or "Low or Least Priority (l.0001.999) ."

This prioritizing can indicate what kind and

amount of emphasis will be given each goal as suggested by
Stake (See page llJ.

By ranking the 16 goal statements

in a hierarchical manner, individuals can assess each
goal within its proper perspective and thus allow for a
finer appreciation of the importance_ of each goal.
3.

The research methodology utilized was effective in formulating the goals for the collegiate organization of the Vocational Industrial Clubs of America.

Several studies (e.g.,

Adelson, 1971; Cyphert and Gant, 1971; Helmer, 1966; and
Corbin, 1975) cited in Chapter 2 demonstrated the effectiveness of the Delphi technique in conducting this type of
educational research.

Futhermore, the interest and

cooperation of the thirty-member panel of consultants
resulted in a one hundred percent return rate for each of
three iterations.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations for implementation of the results
of this study and for future studies are based on the conclusions of the
study as well as the experiences of the researcher while conducting
the study:
l.

The VICA Board of Directors should adopt the 16 goals
of this study as the official goals of the collegiate
organization of the Vocational Industrial Clubs of America.
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2.

The collegiate VICA delegates to the 1980 Collegiate
ForlUll should revise the collegiate VICA constitution to
reflect the 16 goals of this study.

3.

The National Collegiate VICA Executive Council and
National VICA Staff should use the 16 collegiate VICA
goals to make decisions concerning future directions and
activities appropriate for the collegiate .organization
of the Vocational Industrial Clubs of America.

4.

Collegiate VICA chapters should use the 16 collegiate
VICA goals to plan and implement the local VICA chapter
program of work.

5.

A study should be conducted to determine the objectives
necessary to obtain the 16 collegiate VICA goals.

6.

A follow-up study should be conducted to re-examine the
the directions and activities for collegiate VICA.

7.

A study should be conducted to determine appropriate
goals for the secondary, post-secondary and alumni
divisions of the Vocational Industrial Clubs of America.
DISCUSSION

The following items are suggested by the researcher as proposed
activities for the collegiate VICA organization during the 1980-1981
school year.

It is hoped that these activities will be the start of

collegiate VICA accomplishing the goals identified in this study.
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1.

A massive recruitment effort should be conducted during
the upcoming school year.

This activity would include

presentations at the 16th Annual National Leadership Conference, 1980 National Trade and Industrial Conference,
and 1980 American Vocational Association Conference.

In

addition, publicity literature should be prepared for
distribution at the conferences mentioned above and for
mailing to potential collegiate VICA chapters.
2.

The role of collegiate VICA members should be expanded at
the annual National Leadership Conference/Collegiate Forum.
Collegiate members could serve in such roles as judges;
talliers, escorts and guards.

Additionally, the collegiate

VICA organization should develop a competitive program of
their own in such areas as prepared speech, extemporaneous
speaking and outstanding chapter.
3.

The Collegiate VICA Handbook should be revised during the
swnmer of 1980.

This would include a re-write of the

history of collegiate VICA and the inclusion of two new
sections--the goals identified in this study and the
procedure to be implemented in establishing a new chapter.
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APPENDIX A
TABLE DEPICTING EACH VOCATIONAL STUDENT
ORGANIZATION AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION
CONCERNING EACH ORGANIZATION (ASKARI, 1978)

Program
Represented

Acronym

Year
I n·corporated

American Industrial Arts
Student Association

AI ASA

1977

Industrial
Arts

Distributive Education
Clubs of America

DECA

1947

Distributive
Education

182,089

Future Business Leaders
of America
-Phi Beta Lambda

FBLA

1942

180,000

PBL

1958

Business
Education

Future Farmers of
America

FFA

1928

Agricultural
Education

510,000

Future Homemakers of
America
-Home Economics
Related Occupations

FHA

1945

Home
Economics
Education

451,000

Name

HERO

1977-1978
Membership
8,129

\()

00

Health Occupations
Students of America

HOSA

1976

Health
Education

13,000

Office Education
Association

OEA

1966

Office
Education

65,394

Vocational Industrial
Clubs of America

VICA

1965

Trade,
Technical,
Industrial
and Health
Education

252,392
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APPENDIX B
LISTING OF SEVENTEEN CHARTERED COLLEGIATE
VICA CHAPTERS (NATIONAL VICA OFFICE, 1979)
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Greek Letter

School

Alpha

North Carolina State University

Beta

Pennsylvania State University

Gamma

Oklahoma State University

Delta

Western Michigan University

Epsilon

Central Washington University

Zeta

Wayland Baptist College

Eta

Norfolk State University

Theta

Northern Arizona University

Iota

Delaware State College

Kappa

Indiana State College

Lambda

Keene State University

Mu

University of Wisconsin-Stout

Nu

Purdue University-Calumet

Xi

Glassboro State College

Omicron

University of Michigan-Flint

Pi

California State University-Los Angeles

Rho

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University
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APPENDIX C
LISTING OF STUDENT MEMBERS OF THE
NATIONAL COLLEGIATE VICA PLANNING COUNCIL
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, Pennsylvania, representative of Region One
, Virginia, representative of Region Two
, Oklahoma, representative of Region Four
, Washington, representative of Region Five
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APPENDIX D
LISTING OF THIRTE.EN COLLEGIATE
VICA CHAPTER PRESIDENTS
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Greek Letter

School

Omicron

University of Michigan-Flint

Delta

Western Michigan University

Alpha

North Carolina State University

Zeta

Wayland Baptist College

Iota

Delaware State College

Kappa

Indiana State University

Nu

Purdue University-Calumet

Theta

Northern Arizona University

Pi

California State University-

President
Not Elected

Los Angeles
Xi

Glassboro State College

Rho

Virginia Polytechnic Institute

Inactive

and State University
Mu

University of Wisconsin-Stout

Inactive

Lambda

Keene State University

Inactive
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APPENDIX E
RANDOM LISTING OF
SEVENTEEN COLLEGIATE VICA CHAPTER ADVISORS
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School

Greek Letter
Delta

Western Michigan University

Zeta

Wayland Baptist College

Rho

Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University

Xi

Glassboro State College

Lambda

Keene State University

Theta

Northern Arizona University

Omicron

University of Michigan-Flint

Beta

Pennsylvania State University

Eta

Norfolk State College

Pi

California State UniversityLos Angeles

Alpha

North Carolina State University

Gamma

Oklahoma State University

Kappa

Indiana State University

Epsilon

Central Washington University

Nu

Purdue University-Calumet

Iota

Dela~are

Mu

University of Wisconsin-Stout

State College

Chapter Advisor
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APPENDIX F
RANDOM LISTING OF 112 INDIVIDUALS
NOMINATED BY THE NATIONAL VICA STAFF FOR
CONSIDERATION TO SERVE ON THE PANEL OF CONSULTANTS
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State VICA Directors
, Oklahoma
Indiana
, Washington
, Wisconsin
, Alabama
, North Carolina
, Connecticut
, California
, Massachusetts
, Georgia
, Kentucky
, Maryland
, Virginia
, Virgin Islands
, Idaho
, Rhode Island
, Arizona
, Texas
, Oregon
, Ohio
, Delaware
, Arkansas
, Alaska
, Nevada
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, Kansas
, District of Columbia
, Vermont
, Mississippi
, Puerto Rico
, Colorado
, South Carolina
, North Dakota
, Pennsylvania
, II, Tennessee
, New York
, Florida
, Illinois
, Minnesota
, Missouri
, Iowa
, Nebraska
, New Mexico
State Supervisors of Trade and Industrial Education
, Wisconsin
, Florida
, Alabama
, Oklahoma
, New Hampshire
, Arizona
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, Colorado
, Tennessee
, Pennsylvania
, Montana
, Rhode Island
, Alaska
, Utah
, District of Columbia
, West Virginia
, New York
, Virgin Islands
, North Carolina
., Minnesota
, Oregon
, Mississippi
, Puerto Rico
, Iowa
, Vermont
, New Jersey
, Nebraska
, Virginia
, New Mexico
, Nevada
, Maryland
, South Carolina
, Delaware
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, Michigan
, South Dakota
, Washington
, California
, Ohio
, Kentucky
, Connecticut
, Massachusetts
, Kansas
, Illinois
National VICA Directors
, Associate Executive Director
, Conference Management Director
, USSO Director
, Publications Director
, Executive Director
Board of Directors
, Indiana, representative of Region One
, Georgia, representative of Region Two
, Idaho, representative of Region Five
, D. C., Ex-Officio representative of USOE
, Missouri, representative of Region Four
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, Texas, Ex-Officio representative of AVA
, Arkansas, representative of Region Three
Resource Persons
, Director,

L~x-La-Ray

AVTS, Lexington, Missouri

, Teacher Educator, University of Missouri-Columbia
, Director, New Castle Youth Development Center,
New Castle, Pennsylvania
, Teacher Educator, Colorado State University,
Fort Collins, Colorado
Oklahoma

, VICA Advisor, Owasso High School, Owasso,
_ , VICA Advisor, Fayette High School, Fayette, Alabama

, VICA Advisor, Waukesha County Technical Institute,
Pewaukee, Wisconsin
, VICA Advisor, Brazosport High School, Freeport, Texas
, Teacher Educator, University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia
, Teacher Educator, Colorado State University, Fort
Collins, Colorado
, VICA Advisor, Cumberland Cowity Vocational
Technical Center, Bridgeton, New Jersey
, VICA Advisor, Enterprise High School, Enterprise,

Alabama

;, Former Collegiate Advisor, Pennsylvania State
University, University Park, Pennsylvania
, VICA Advisor, David Douglas High School, Portland,

Oregon

, VICA Advisor, Holt High School, Holt, Alabama
J

Virginia

Teacher Educator, James Madison University, Harrisonburg,
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APPENDIX G
LETTER OF

PARTICIP~TION

MAILED TO PANEL

OF CONSULTANTS
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND ST ATE UNIVERSITY
Blacksburg, Virginia
DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL & TECHNICAL EDUCATION

September 7, 1979

A study is being conducted to formulate goals for the collegiate organization of the Vocational Industrial Clubs of America.
As one of thirty individuals who have been selected to participate
in this study, you will have the opportunity over the next four
months to recommend the direction in which the newest division of
VICA should be headed.
The Delphi research method will be used to develop the goals.
This procedure allows you to generate, revise, and rank the collegiate goal statements using no more than an hour of your time for
each of the four iterations.
Please indicate your decision about participating in this
study by returning the enclosed postcard by Friday, September 14,
1979. Should you have any questions, please call me at my office
(
) or at home (
) . I look forward to the
opportunity of working with you.
Sincerely,

Itichard L. Ross
RLR/jv
Enclosure

24061

llS

--- I
--- I

WILL PARTICIPATE
WILL NOT PARTICIPATE

(NAME)

Richard L. Ross
Division of VTE - Lane Hall
Virginia Tech
Blacksburg, VA 24061
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APPENDIX H
LISTING OF PANEL OF CONSULTANTS
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Collegiate Student Members
National Collegiate VICA Planning Council
, Oklahoma
, Pennsylvania
, Washington
, Virginia
Chapter Presidents
, Texas
, Indiana
, North Carolina
, Michigan
, Indiana
, Delaware
Collegiate Professional Members
Chapter Advisors
, Texas
Virginia
, Virginia
, New Jersey
, California
, Michigan
, Arizona
, Michigan
, New Hampshire
, Pennsylvania
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National Leaders
National VICA Board of Directors
, Indiana
, Georgia
National VICA Staff
, Virginia
, Virginia
Resource Persons
, Missouri
, Missouri
State Trade and Industrial Supervisors
, Wisconsin
, Florida
State VICA Directors
, Oklahoma·
, Indiana
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APPENDIX I
FIRST ITERATION LETTER AND SUPPORT
MATERIAL MAILED TO PANEL
OF CONSULTANTS
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY
Blacksburg, Virginia 24061
DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL

&

TECHNICAL EDUCATION

Thank you for agreeing to participate in the study to
formulate goals for the collegiate division of the Vocational
Industrial Clubs of America. The enclosed letter of support
by VICA's Executive Director,
, demonstrates the
need and timeliness of this study.
This first iteration provides you with an opportunity
to generate what you believe should be the goals of collegiate
VICA. This task will be accomplished by using the enclosed
sheet of paper to "brainstorm" goal statements. Please take
a few minutes to list as many goal statements as you wish.
One word of caution must be shared before you begin the
study. The study is designed to gather input from a panel of
consultants composed of thirty individuals. It is quite
possible that you know someone who has been asked to serve on
this panel. It is important to the reliability of the study that
your responses remain anonymous. Please do not discuss the study
with anyone while this study is being conducted.
Please use the enclosed envelope to return your work by
Friday, November 2, 1979. Should you have any questions, please
calf me at my office (
) or at home (
).
Again, thanks for agreeing to participate.
Sincerely,

Richard L. Ross
RLR/jv
Enclosure
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VOCATIONAL INDUSTRIAL CLUBS OF AMERICA
NATIONAL OFFICE
105 N. Virginia Avenue/Falls Church, Virginia 22046 /(703) 533-2090

October 16, 1979
To whom it may concern:
I would like to commend Mr. Lee Ross on his choice of subject for his doctoral program
at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University. The Collegiate Association of the
Vocational Industrial Clubs of America is offering one of the most exciting challenges
we have at the present time. The potential for the further development of VICA includes
the area of teacher education. Specifically, if we are to deliver a quality program for
student development, we must have adequate trade and industrial education instructors.
The activities of the Collegiate VICA Association hold great promise in making a significant contribution to the improvement of trade and industrial education instructional
programs.
We are delighted that Mr. Ross has been involved in the development of the Collegiate
VIC.A .Association and wish to see him succeed in several areas. First, our Collegiate
VIC.A Association activities are in need of several publications; for example, an improved guide. In addition, we need to have a great input from the Collegiate members.
Because of limited financial resources within our National Organization, we are unable
to employ additional persons on our staff to assist in this area. The knowledge and
experience that Mr. Ross possesses are welcomed because we feel he can supply us
with the greatly-needed assistance.
His assistance in our Collegiate VICA Association program during our National Leadership Conference and United States Skill Olympics held in Atlanta, Georgia this past
July was greatly appreciated. His involvement enabled him to offer important advice
and counsel to this particular program. Furthermore, I am pleased that he is continuing to serve in this advisory capacity.
The challenges that I hope Mr. Ross will assist us lie in the area of developing an
overall program of work; secondly, the refinement of a guide for this activity; and
finally, the outlining of a campaign to involve at least 20 more teacher-training institutions of Collegiate VIC.A Association activities during the coming year.
It goes without saying that VIC.A's work in the future will largely depend upon how
successful our Collegiate VICA .Association activities will be.
Sincerely,

Larry{!. l0nnson, CA E
Executive Director

LW~~%>ationa/ Organization for Students in

Trade, Industrial, Technical and Health Education
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Please use this sheet of paper to list what you believe should
be the goals of Collegiate VICA. (Note: For the purpose of this study,
a goal is a condition which is sought to be obtained. Please do not
submit objectives that identify'how a goal is obtained).
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APPENDIX

J

LISTING OF STUDY'S ADVISORY COMMITTEE
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, Chapter President, Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and

S~ate

University
, Chapter Advisor, Virginia Polytechnic Institute

and State University
, Doctoral Student, Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University
, Doctoral Student, Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University
, Program Specialist, National VICA Staff ·
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APPENDIX K
SECOND ITERATION LETTER AND
GOAL STATEMENTS
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND ST ATE UNIVERSITY
Blacksburg, Virginia
DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL & TECHNICAL EDUCATION

24061

November 28, 1979

Thank you for your quick response to the first iteration in the formulation of goals for the collegiate VICA organization. This first round
resulted in 160 goal statements being generated by the thirty-member panel
of consultants. These statements were examined by a lexical analysis expert
and a five-member advisory committee. Because of the similarities in goal
statements submitted, the lexical analysis expert and advisory committee were
able to consolidate your input into sixteen goal statements. Although the
exact goal statement you submitted may not have been used, your input was
valuable in the development of the sixteen goal statements included in this
mailing.
The second iteration allows you to establish priorities for the goal
statements in four steps:
Step One: Enclosed are eight pages with two goal statements
listed on each page. Please indicate a priority rating by
circling one of the four categories: "Extremely High Priority,"
"High Priority," "Low Priority" and "Least Priority." To
eliminate the tendency to give the same rating to each goal
statement, it is essential to this study that you rate four
goal statements in each of the four categories. This procedure
should result in you rating four goal statements as "Extremely
High Priority," four goal statements as "High Priority," four
goal statements as "Low Priority" and four goal statements as
"Least Priority."
Step Two: One of the advantages of the Delphi research methodology
is that it provides respondents with opinion feedback. This
information may help a participant to understand the viewpoints
of others when his/her ratings are not consistent with the
composition ratings of the panel. Therefore, it is critical to
this study that you place a justifying cominent on the four goal
statements rated "Extremely High Priority" and the four goal
statements rated "Least Priority." Also, place a comment, if you
care to below any of the remaining goal statements.
Step Three: Rewrite any goal statement you are not satisfied with
in the designated space below the goal statement.
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Page 2
Step Four: In the spaces provided on the last page, please
write any additional goal statements you believe should be
considered.
Please return the goal statements by December 31, 1979, in the enclosed
envelope. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call me at
my office
or at home
Thank you for your
cooperation.
Sincerely,

Richard L. Ross
RLR/lw
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Collegiate VICA Goal Statements
NOTE:

PLEASE INDICATE YOUR RESPONSE BY CIRCLING ONE OF THE PRIORITY
CATEGORIES FOR EACH GOAL STATEMENT. REMEMBER TO RATE ONLY FOUR
GOAL STATEMENTS IN EACH OF THE FOUR CATEGORIES.
Categories·

Goal Statement
assist, organize and implement stimulating

Extremely High Priority

VICA activities at the

High Priority

local~

district, state

and national levels

Low Priority
Least Priority

Justifying Comment:

Revised Goal Statement:

Goal Statement

Categories

develop collegiate VICA chapter activities

Extremely High Priority

that involve business and industry

High Priority
Low Priority
Least Priority

Justifying Comment:

Revised Goal Statement:
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Collegiate VICA Goal Statements (Page-2)
Goal Statement
develop respect for the dignity of work

Categories
Extremely High Priority
High Priority
Low Priority
Least Priority

Justifying Comment:

Revised Goal Statement:

Goal Statement

Categories

develop skills in leadership and leadership

Extremely High Priority

training

High· Priority
Low Priority
Least Priority

Justifying Comment:

Revised Goal Statement:
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Collegiate VICA Goal Statements (Page-3)
Goal Statement

Categories

encourage further study and research by

Extremely High Priority

collegiate VICA members in the areas of

High Priority

Trade and Industrial Education and VICA

Low Priority
Least Priority

Justifying Comment:

Revised Goal Statement:

Goal Statement

Categories

encourage the pursuit of continuous

Extremely High Priority

education consistent to the needs of the

High Priority

individual selected career objectives

Low Priority
Least Priority

Justifying Comment:

Revised Goal Statement:
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Collegiate VICA Goal Statements (Page-4)
Goal Statement

Categories

enhance the image of vocational education

Extremely High Priority

and VICA.

High Priority
Low Priority
Least Priority

Justifying Comment:

Revised Goal Statement:

Goal Statement

Categories

establish a communication network among

Extremely High Priority

collegiate VICA chapters and state and

High Priority

national VICA offices.

Low Priority
Least Priority

Justifying Comment:

Revised Goal Statement:
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Collegiate VICA Goal Statements (Page-5)
Goal Statement

Categories

establish collegiate VICA regional

Extremely High Priority

conferences.

High Priority
Low Priority
Least Priority

Justifying Comment:

Revised Goal Statement:

Goal Statement

Categories

foster and maintain a supporting interest

Extremely Hign Priority

in Trade and Industrial Education

High Priority
Low Priority
Least Priority

Justifying Comment:

Revised Goal Statement:
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Collegiate VICA Goal Statements (Page-6)
Goal Statement

Categories

foster the competencies that individuals

Extremely High Priority

need to be VICA chapter advisors.

High Priority
Low Priority
Least Priority

Justifying Comment:

Revised Goal Statement:

Goal Statement

Categories

instill within the collegiate VICA member

Extremely High Priority

a respect for and a solid philo.sophy of

High Priority

professional organizations

Low Priority
Least Priority

Justifying Comment:

Revised Goal Statement:
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Collegiate VICA Goal Statements (Page-7)
Goal Statement

Categories

promote unity and collDilon purpose to remove

Extremely High Priority

all vestiges and biases in vocational programs.

High Priority
Low Priority
Least Priority

Justifying Comment:

Revised Goal Statement:

Goal Statement

Categories

provide the building of an improved self-

Extremely High Priority

image through personal achievement

High Priority
Low Priority
Least Priority

Justifying Comment:

Revised Goal Statement:
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Collegiate VICA Goal Statements (Page-8)
Goal Statement
·recruit new and assist existing collegiate
VICA chapters.

Categories
Extremely High Priority
High Priority
Low Priority
Least Priority

Justifying Comment:

Revised Goal Statement:

Goal Statement

Categories

recruit potential VICA advisors and Trade

Extremely High Priority

and Industrial instructors into teacher

High Priority

education programs.

Low Priority
Least Priority

Justifying Comment:

Revised Goal Statement:
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Collegiate VICA Goal Statements (Page-9)
Additional Goal Statement-

Additional Goal Statement-

PLEASE CHECK TO ENSURE THAT YOU HAVE RATED ONLY FOUR GOAL STATEMENTS IN EACH
OF THE CATEGORIES.
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APPENDIX L
ROUND ONE GOAL STATEMENTS
SUGGESTED BY
PANEL OF CONSULTANTS
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Suggested goal statements resulting from the first round are
quoted as follows in their original text:
Respondent Number l l.

develop competent leadership abilities needed for
future VICA advisors;

2.

develop a sincere interest in and esteem for Trade
and Industrial Education;

3.

provide support services for secondary and postsecondary VICA clubs at the local level;

4.

support State and National VICA programs and
activities;

5.

provide a clearinghouse for information,
activities and materials;

6.

foster respect for the dignity of work;

7.

foster the pursuit of a continuous education for
all groups serving career needs;

8.

create enthusiasm for learning;

9.

encourage active involvement in civic
activities which affect our American way
of ~ife;

10.

provide a vehicle for articulating student
groups at secondary, post-secondary and
collegiate levels to provide a unified
approach to trade and industrial education; and

11.

provide for the building of an improved self
image through personal achievement.

Respondent Number 2 l.

instill within the Collegiate VICA student
a serious respect for professional organizations;

2.

instill sotmd competency, within the Collegiate
VICA student, in how to (a) organize professional
organizations, (b) ftmction effectively in professional organizations, and (c) promote the ideals
of professional organizations;

3.

instill within the Collegiate VICA student
a sincere desire to help, aid, and assist
in state and local secondary VICA activities;

4.

instill within the Collegiate VICA student
a solid philosophy of professional organizations in a democratic nation; and

5.

instill within the Collegiate VICA student a
sound knowledge of how to integrate VICA club
activities into the vocational curriculum.

Respondent Number 3 1.

train future VICA club advisors;

2.

assist with local, district, state and
national conferences;
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3.

recruit potential VICA advisors and T & I
instructors into teacher education programs; and

4.

assist with the organization and development
of local VICA clubs;

Respondent Number 4 l.

provide help to the secondary school system;

2.

develop a better understanding of how to be
a VICA advisor;

3.

participate in civic activities; and

4.

assist in the conducting of state skills
competition.

Respondent Number 5 1.

foster and maintain a supporting interest in
Trade and Industrial Education using VICA as
a catalyst;

2.

support national, state and local VICA as
senior, experienced members lending leadership
and eXP.ertise in the many projects undertaken;

3.

serve as a linkage between VICA and industry with
special emphasis being placed on obtaining sponsorships, scholarships, etc., for VICA. Past experience and maturity should assure Collegiate VICA
members success in this endeavor;

4.

assist National VICA particularly in working
toward facility construction, publications,
etc. Any project that raises the visibility
of National VICA and expands their services
to state associations; and

5.

foster and support the idea that ex-T & I
students would make excellent teachers someday
in the program areas they were trained in.

Respondent Number 6 1.

collegiate VICA should prep~re a student to
apply a set of general vocational program
objectives to the instructional process
found in any training program.

Respondent Number 7 1.

develop leadership abilities;

2.

better understand the purpose and functioning
of VICA in secondary programs of trade, industrial, technical and health education;

3.

develop a better self-concept and enthusiasm
for life;

~.

develop high standards of workmanship;

5.

develop a deep respect for the dignity of
work and the ability to impact it in others; and

6.

better understand themselves and the students
with whom they will work and teach.
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Respondent Number 8 l.

assist the university in their VICA training needs;

2.

provide an organization in which former VICA members
may gather for fellowship;

3.

assist local secondary VICA clubs with their activities;

4.

assist the state association with state level
activities; and

S.

act as judges in local, district, and state leadership contests upon request.

Respondent Number 9 l.

give future teachers an early chance to work
with students and give them skills in doing so;

2.

develop skills in leadership and in leadership
training for future advisors;

3.

learn how to get committees to work together
in projects;

4.

develop enthusiasm about education for future
teachers that can be carried into their classrooms;

S.

develop self-confidence in working with students
and peers; and

6.

see how industry and education support each other.

Respondent Number 10 1.

make Pre-service and In-service teachers aware
of VICA;

2.

assist all operating VICA clubs including secondary
and post-secondary;

3.

approve professional attitudes of vocational teachers
and potential vocational teachers;

4.

provide more identity for VICA in community and state;

S.

encourage a common bond between collegiate VICA members, vocational students, business and industry and
vocational education state departments;

6.

provide an awareness of the importance of vocational
education to the function of our country;

7.

provide a fellowship and common understanding for
pre-service and in-service vocational teachers;

8.

encourage the improvement of vocational programs
and services; and

9.

emphasize the importance of personal leadership development in vocational students and its importance to their
job advancement, self-satisfaction and success.

Respondent Number 11 1.

utilize National Collegiate funds to aid officers
in travel expenses to national meetings and AVA;

2.

develop Logo symbolic of the collegiate organization to be nationally recognized;
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3.

enable college students other than Trade and
Industrial Education majors to participate and
become members of Collegiate VICA; and

4.

provide a scholarship program for active members
of Collegiate VICA.

Respondent Number 12 1.

collegiate VICA should attend all statewide
VICA conferences;

2.

collegiate VICA should attend each national
conference;

3.

collegiate VICA should assist in preparations
of state and national VICA conferences;

4.

collegiate VICA should have the opporttmity to
visit nearby high schools and technical facilities;

5.

collegiate VICA should obtain a better communication between the various chapters; and

6.

collegiate VICA should have the opportunity to
visit other Collegiate VICA chapters.

Respondent Number 13 1.

promote Vocational Trade and Industrial Education
teaching as a profession;

2.

promote Vocational Industrial Clubs of America
and maintain active affiliation by those students
enrolled in Trade & Industrial teacher education
programs at the local, state and national levels;

3.

provide leadership activities for future vocational
Trade & Industrial instructors;

4.

provide future Trade & Industrial instructors with
the necessary expertise to become successful local
VICA advisors;

5.

complement and enrich the education of prospective
Trade & Industrial instructors;

6.

encourage further study and research by Collegiate
VICA members in the areas of Vocational Trade &
Industrial and VICA; and

7.

encourage Collegiate VICA members to become actively
involved in campus activities.

Respondent Number 14 1.

provide a vehicle, national in scope, to work
articulately with trade, industrial, technical,
and health occupations student and teacher groups;

2.

promote unity and common purpose to remove all
vestiges and biases in vocational trade, industrial,
technical and health occupations;

3.

provide support and services for the secondary and
post-secondary divisions and affiliates of the
Vocational Industrial Clubs of America in the local
industrial, technical and health occupations;
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4.

further the goals and purposes of the VICA Clubs
through teacher education programs, activities,
and services in trade, technical, and health
occupations;

5.

develop competent leadership abilities essential
to future VICA advisory through participation in
educational, vocational, civic, recreational, and
social activities;

6.

create among students, faculty members, patrons of
the school, and persons in industry a sincere interest
in and esteem for trade, industrial, technical, and
health occupations education;

7.

assist in the development of competencies for leadership, citizenship and character development of the
individual VICA member, as well as the advisory member;

8.

provide a clearinghouse for information and activities;

9.

develop patriotism through a knowledge of our nation's
heritage and the practice of democracy;

10.

foster a deep respect for the dignity of work and
provide recognition and prestige for the trade,
industrial, technical, and health occupations;

11.

encourage the pursuit of continuous education consistant to the needs of the individual selected
career objectives;

12.

develop citizenship by encouraging active involvement in democratic activities which affect our work,
schools, communities, and the American way of life; and

13.

create enthusiasm for learning for the attainment
of a purposeful life.

Respondent Number 15 l.

collegiate VICA members will be trained in competencies necessary to become successful VICA
advisors;

2.

collegiate VICA.members will be trained in and
able to use the Achievement Program as an integral
part of the instructional curriculum;

3.

collegiate VICA members will acquire skills necessary
for club management;

4.

collegiate VICA members will possess skills in the
use of Parliamentary Procedure and will be able to
teach these skills to club members;

5.

collegiate VICA members will develop adequate skills
in letter writing;

6.

collegiate VICA members will be able to use the VICA
safety program as the Yehicle for implementing an
ongoing safety program in the classroom;

i.

collegiate VICA members will be able to assist
students in planning a Program of Work relevant to the
occupational interests and needs of students; and

8.

collegiate VICA members will acquire skills and knowledge necessary to involve business and industry
actively in the local club (section) VIC..\ program
including but not limited to:
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a.

craft advisory committees;

b.

skill olympics program;

c.

Vocational Industrial Club Advisory Council;

d.

local club program; and

e.

safety program.

Respondent Number 16 1.

provide leadership training;

2.

develop instructional material to be used
by university classes;

3.

suggest methods of raising funds;

4.

promote membership techniques;

S.

use these "new professionals" at the national
leadership conference; and

6.

promote regional conferences (e.g., Indiana,
Illinois, Michigan and Wisconsin).

Respondent Number 17 1.

promote with Trade and Industrial Education
instructors the need to integrate vocational
student organization activities into the
instruction;

2.

provide an avenue for the recruitment of
instructors for Trade and Industrial Education; and

3.

promote professionalism in Trade and Industrial
Education and the training of Trade and Industrial
Instructors.

Respondent Number 18 1.

develop within the members the expertise
in the organization and operation of an
effective local VICA club. This would be
accomplished in· a Collegiate chapter by
the involvement of the members in the
following activities:
1.

membership drive;

2.

election of officers;

3.

initiation of members and installation
of officers;

4.

fund-raising activity;

5.

public service activities;

6.

publicity campaign;

i.

support local VICA clubs;

8.

act as advisory council on VICAC;

9.

act as judges and chairmen of district
and state U.S.S.O.; and

10.

participate in national Collegiate VICA
activities.
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Respondent Number 19 1.

make teaching more meaningful through involvement
with youth groups;

2.

promote the meaning and standards of Trade &
Industrial Education;

3.

achieve a closer working relationship with the
faculty and all other students within the department; and

4.

establish a professional rapport with the
adlllinistration.

Respondent Number 20 1.

aid in the job placement of future VICA advisors;

2.

provide recognition of outstanding chapters
and individuals; and

3.

assist in statewide secondarr VICA competition.

Respondent Number 21 1.

promote local VICA chapters and their goals;

2.

develop a better understanding between academic
and vocational teachers;

3.

enhance the image of vocational education in
general;

4.

promote harmonious relationships between
related vocational programs; and

S.

develop a broader understanding of VICA chapter
organization and operation within collegiate
chapters.

Respondent Number 22 1.

prepare future VICA advisors; and

2.

assist secondary a~d post-secondary chapters
in their activities;

Respondent Number 23 1.

prepare future VICA advisors;

2.

establish a bette.r conununication network;

3.

aid local secondary chapters; and

4.

conduct regional Collegiate VICA conferences.

Respondent Number 24 1.

foster the competencies that individuals need
to be secondary and/or post-secondary chapter
advisors through (a) pre-service and (b) inservice programs;

2.

develop leadership skills needed by secondary
and post-secondary chapter advisors;
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3.

assist state leaders in organizing and conducting
leadership workshops for secondary and postsecondary chapters;

4.

design and validate specific trade test for
district and state competition;

5.

organize and implement stimulating activities
for secondary and post-secondary chapters; and

6.

promote new and assist existing collegiate
chapters.

Respondent Number 25 1.

establish national regionals for Collegiate VICA;

2.

develop seminars for undergraduates to learn
requirements and develop competencies for
VICA advisors;

3.

develop regional collegiate reference centers to
be available to member teachers for materials
needed for new occupations and modern advancement in established occupations;

4.

encourage utilization of collegiate clubs in
administration and coordination of, skill olympics
in their respective areas; and

5.

assist local and state organi~ations by presenting
the options available to the students for continuing education as future generation teachers.

Respondent Number 26 1.

collegiate VICA should provide a means of training
future VICA advisors. Therefore, they would need
to concentrate activities in making VICA an integral
part of the curriculum;

2.

collegiate VICA members could develop and test possible
skill and leadership contests; and,

3.

collegiate VICA could assist (a) in regional and
state conferences as judges and (b) in leadership
development activities.

Respondent Number 27 1.

unity, above all. A bank of resources for the
teacher-training candidate cum advisor. A place
to get information and assistance. To facilitate this:
1.

printed materials available about VICA advising
for the young Voe/I.A. teacher;

2.

access to other local collegiate VICA chapters
and VICA advisors; a clearinghouse in a central
location to aid interested parties in locating
such chapters nearby; and

3.

fund-raising/contribution at local levels to ·
support the national-level services described above;
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2.

no "skills olympics" of any kind at collegiate levels.
Competition obstructs the teamwork goal that is paramount. Active involvement of Collegiate VICA members
in all phases of skills olympics (local, state,
national) instead would (a) provide frequently
much-needed assistance to olympics' organizers
and (b) immerse potential VICA advisors in the
sorts of frustrations, rewards, and problems
they will face as advisors. This process may
deplete the ranks, screening out the less
interested, the less competent. Perhaps this,
too, is an eminently useful result;

3.

much emphasis on social involvement, both with
peers (local chapters working together; special
social events for collegiate VICA members at
national Skills Olympics;) and with young VICA
members to offer experience in dealing with
youngsters. (Some people don't realize that
they can't endure junior-high-school kids until
they become junior-high-school teachers);

4.

de-emphasis of the long-standing and frequently
insubstantive walls between vocational education
and industrial arts education. A fledgling
organization needs all the participation it can
muster. We need bridges, not walls;

5.

increased visibility at the olympics. Point B
(number 2) above may assist in. this. Some wellplaced PR will help. Building' an image of
Collegiate VICA as a group of enthusiastic,
constructive, knowledgeable almost-advisors
using the VICA publications, will assist as well;

6.

some sort of skill-building workshops for young
VICA members offered on local levels and giving
Collegiate VICA members early experience in
authority roles will benefit both groups. Perhaps this can be accomplished in (informal) discussion, or activity in work of mutual interest
(architectural drafting, cabinet-making, e.g.);

7.

continued visibility of both sexes and all possible
ethnicities will maximize the possibility of
recruitment of these people. VICA has always been
a shining example of pluralism in these matters;
collegiate VICA should be no exception; and

8.

some form Df membership should be available to
graduates of the system. An "associate membership"
perhaps enabling new teachers/advisors to maintain
ties with the organization, to participate in the
activities as a "senior stateman," to advise
other Collegiate VICA members formally and
informally about the real world via panel
discussions, or informal conversation. If we
can "hold on" to the most active and enthusiastic
members in this fashion, we can maximize the
"synergy" in the existing group at any given time.

Respondent Number 28 1.

the collegiate member will feel comfortable because
of his/her knowledge and skill in providing leadership for the conduct of educational, civic, social and
professional VICA activities;
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2.

collegiate members will understand the philosophy
of the integration of VICA activities into the
instructional program;

3.

the collegiate member will feel confident in leading students in volunteer activities and in assisting them in the management of these activities; and

4.

collegiate members will be confident in working with
the school administration and fellow teachers in the
overall administration of VICA activities.

Respondent Number 29 1.

develop leadership contests;

2.

recruit new chapters;

3.

suggest program ideas for chapters;

4.

plan regional meetings between chapters;

S.

develop fund raising ideas;

6.

increase individual chapter membership; and

7.

provide greater responsibility at the national
conference.

Respondent
Number 30 ,
1.

strengthen and give identity to Trade and Industrial
Education as a program area in vocational education;

2.

provide the opportunity for leadership development
for students enrolled in T & I programs;

3.

provide an awareness of the importance of program
standards of quality for T & I Ed.;

4.

develop a working relationship with business,
industry, labor and management; and

5.

work with advisory committees, giving firsthand
knowledge of this important function.
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APPENDIX M
THIRD ITERATION LETTER AND RESULTS
OF DELPHI ITERATION TWO
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY
Blacksburg, Virginia 24061
DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL & TECHNICAL EDUCATION

January 22, 1980

Thank you for your response to the second iteration in the formulation
of goals for the collegiate VICA organization. The second iteration resulted
in 200 comments and 14 suggested revisions concerning the 16 goal statements.
Your input was instrumental in the revision of the original goal statements.
This third iteration allows you the opportunity to revise your ratings
in four steps:
Step one: Please take a few minutes to review the information listed
below before you rate the goal statements. This should be helpful
to you in understanding the viewpoint of someone who rated a goal
different from you.
Median ranked order of goal statements;
Frequency distribution of goal statements;
Comments by the panel of consultants; and
Your personal second iteration ratings
Step two: Using the enclosed checklist, please indicate a priority for
each revised goal statement by placing a check in one of the four
categories. To eliminate the tendency to give the same rating to
each goal statement, it is essential to this study that you rate four
goal statements in each of the four categories. This procedure
should result in your rating four goal statements as "Extremely High
Priority," four goal statements as "High Priority," four goal statements as "Low Priority" and four goal statements as "Least Priority."
Step three: Several individuals indicated that particular goal statements should be eliminated from this study. Using the enclosed
elimination sheet, place a circle around any goal statement you
believe should be omitted.
Step four: Please place any comments or suggested revisions on the
enclosed sheet.
Plea.Se return your response by February 4, 1980 in the enclosed envelope.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call me collect at my
office
or at home
Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely,

Richard L. Ross
RLR/jv
Enclosures
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Collegiate VICA Goal Statements
Analysis of Second Iteration
Rank

Goal Statement

Median*

1. 5

develop skills in leadership and leadership training;

3. 750

1.5

foster the competencies that individuals need to be
VICA chapter advisors;

3.750

3.0

assist, organize and implement stimulating VICA
activities at the local, district, state and national
levels;

3.618

4.0

recruit potential VICA advisors and Trade and Industrial instructors into teacher education programs;

3.214

5.0

foster and maintain a supporting interest in Trade
and Industrial Education;

2.688

6.0

instill within the collegiate VICA member a respect
for and a solid philosophy of professional organization;

2.611

7.0

enhance the image of vocational education and VICA;

2.600

9.0

develop collegiate VICA chapter activities that
involve business and industry;

2.500

9.0

establish a communication network among collegiate
VICA chapters and state and national VICA offices;

2.500

9.0

provide the building of an improved self-image
through personal achievement;

2.500

11.0

recruit new and assist existing collegiate VICA
chapters;

2.227

12.0

develop respect for the _dignity of work;

2.000

13.0

encourage the pursuit of continuous education consistent to the needs of the individual selected
career objectives;

1.917

14.0

encourage further study and research by collegiate
VICA members in the areas of Trade and Industrial
Education and VICA;

1.500
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Analysis of Second Iteration - continued
Goal Statement

Rank

Median*

15.0

promote unity and common purpose to remove all
vestiges and biases in vocational programs; and

1.333

16.0

establish collegiate VICA regional conferences.

1.289

* 4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0

= Extremely High
= High Priority
= Low Priority
= Least Priority

Priority

Collegiate VICA Goal Statements
Second Iteration
Frequency Distribution
Goal Statement
develop skills in leadership and leadership training;
foster the competencies that individuals need to be VICA
chapter advisors;
assist, organize and implement stimulating VICA activities
at the local, district, state and national levels;
recruit potential VICA advisors and Trade and Industrial
instructors into teacher education programs;
foster and maintain a supporting interest in Trade and
Industrial Education;
instill within the collegiate VICA member a respect for
and a solid philosophy of professional organizations;
enhance the image of vocational education and VICA;
develop collegiate VICA chapter activities that involve
business and industry;
establish a conununication network among collegiate VICA
chapters and state and nationa.l VICA offices;
provide the building of an improved self-image through
personal achievement;
recruit new and assist existing collegiate VICA chapters;
develop respect for the dignity of work;
encourage the pursuit of continuous education consistent
to the needs of the individual selected career objectives;
encourage further study and research by collegiate VICA
members in the areas of Trade and Industrial Education
and VICA;
promote unity and common purpose to. remove all vestiges and
biases in vocational programs;
establish collegiate VICA regional conferences.

Extremely
High

Priorities
High

Low

Least

20

5

4

1

20

5

4

1

17

10

2

1

13

7

6

4

2

16

10

2

7
6

10

9

4
11

10

8

7

10

5

6

9

7

8

4
3
4

11

6

9
11

10

6
7

10

3

5

12

10

4

5

6

15

2
1

4
2

6
8

18
19

9

3

.....
IJ1
N
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COLLEGIATE VICA GOAL STATEMENTS
SECOND ITERATION
COMMENTS BY PANEL OF CONSULTANTS

154
Assist, Organize and Implement Stimulating VICA Activities at
the Local, District, State and National Levels
Extremely High Priority
Necessary for a strong organization.
A need exists for involvement in local level clubs from
people other than local teachers. Collegiate VICA Personnel
could serve to assist in local club activities.
Tii.e only real way to learn what its all about.
Tii.is goal encompasses goals #5, 8, 9, 12, 13 and 15;
therefore
rate it as indicated.
Tii.is should be the goal of any professional educator
working with vocational student organizations.
Without this you have no systematic development plan.
With this goal, it gives members of Collegiate VICA an opportunity
to see how an activity is started, and the work needed to see it
thru--at this time I feel collegiate VICA especially at our chapter
is very weak in this area, except for being "gophers" at State
Competition.
Excellent idea to assist existing clubs and associations.
primary goal of the collegiate VICA organization should be that of
service to secondary and post-secondary chapters. Tii.is should be a
priority goal because (1) there is a paucity of good leadership in
the districts and (2) such activities offer a tremendous learning
experience for collegiate participants.
A

Without stimulating activities collegiate VICA will die on that
campus.
Tii.is will help to achieve goal number one--learning by doing.
When collegiate members graduate they will most likely be involved
with local, district, state and national levels of VICA. By helping
at the collegiate level they can learn all the different aspects
of running a VICA club.
Without such activities, as a group, we are dead.
Tii.ese activities will assure a through emergence of collegiate
members in VICA.
Tii.is activity will help the local and state VICA advisor and students
as well· as developing the collegiate member to their greatest
potential. When they become an advisor they will have a better
understanding of the VICA activities at all levels.
High Priority
Too general--why?
Low Priority
None
Least Priority
Collegiate chapters lack the experience to be effective in dealing
with this goal. "Tiger" DECA Chapter at ~1issouri University used
to do a terrible job in this area.
Suggested Revision to Goal Statement
None

155
Develop Collegiate VICA Chapter Activities That Involve Business
and Industry
Extremely High Priority
Basis for providing good leadership training.
True because we have secondary VICA members who come to college and
major in business or some form and they want to get in it, I mean
VICA itself.
Promoting business and industry involvement is a continuous process.
Their (B & I) support is the substance of good strong VICA clubs.
Business and industry and labor are all important to the success of
VICA activities and especially important to fostering the growth of
a new area.
Business and Industry are the users of our products (the student) and
typically instructors and advisors are weak in relationships with
Industry, therefore every effort to improve the relationship is
important.
High Priority
This goal is inherent to VICA survival.
By involving business and industry we will be promoting VICA and
helping to further oneself for future teaching in the trade.
This is a critical activity in the best interests of students and
the maintenance of standards for quality Trade & Industrial Education.
Low Priority
No contact with industry except at the local level caused by funding
problems for this activity.
Least Priority
Should be left at the high school level.
This is the local high school VICA clubs responsibility.
Other statements seem more important.
The activities of the collegiate chapter should be geared to instruct
the future advisor in how to involve business and industry but not
necessarily their involvement at this time.
Suggested Revision to Goal Statement
Add labor.
Activities sh6uld include a working relationship .
... that train future VICA Advisors to involve business and industry
in all aspects of the occupational curriculum and in local club
activities. e.g. Craft Advisory Committee, VICAP Program, etc.

156
Develop Respect for the Dignity of Work
Extremely High Priority
'Ibis goal encompasses goal #14 and is vital to the American economy.
High Priority
True all VICA members work should be suspected to the highest priority
of dignity.
Low Priority
Collegiate VICA students should have this trait or they would not
be at this point--this is a different population sample. Return
this goal to secondary and perhaps post-secondary levels.
A goal of VICA.
Will come if highest goals are achieved.
Least Priority
Important, but too nebulus to be included in this study.
Should be left at the high school level.
'lbe first goal statement on page six would include this.
If a person has enough initative to go to college and.wants to 'be an
educator they have already developed a respect for the dignity of
work .. 'Ibey must already be proud of their skill as they want to
pass it on.
We have respect for the dignity of work. 'Ibis statement achieves
nothing, and is too "ivory toweriSh." Let's get. back to reality,
and accomplish something visible and worthwhile.
My "least priority" rating does not mean that I believe collegiate
VICA members should have no respect for the dignity of work. On
the contrary--! believe that through the simple process of·selection
(the voluntary joining of a collegiate VICA chapter)--they have
demonstrated qualities that may be· described as "respect for the
dignity elf work." 'Ibis is a simple, basic feeling that may require
promotion in secondary-level VICA, but I believe (and developmental
studies on vocational maturity support this) that by the age of 18,
one has developed all the respect for the dignity of work that one
will develop.
I rated a developing respect for the dignity of work as the least
priority of the collegiate VICA chapter not because it is not important but for the reason that I believe this is accomplished by taking
part in the activities that VICA supports.
Suggested Revision to Goal Statement
None

157
Develop Skills in Leadership and Leadership Training
Extremely High Priority
The word SKILLS places this goal as E.H.P. In Vocational Education,
The Development of SKILLS be it manual or whatever is the one of the
central premises for its foundation.
This is one of the most valuable experiences that any collegiate
organization can offer· its members, I feel: The chance to perform
as an authority, the chance to succeed or fail as a leader and to
learn from one's success or failure without fear of being fired or
endangering the jobs of others. The opportunity for potential
leaders to "try their wings" in a prestigious, popular.circumstance
is one of the most important opportunities available to any collegiate
VICA member.
Unless vocational educators are leaders, the achievement of our
goals is impossible.
This will assure better prepared individuals entering the teaching
market.
Teachers must be leaders.

Students need to be lead by leaders.

By helping local VICA clubs collegiate members will develop these skills.
Collegiate VICA can promote the types of leadership training which
are not readily achieved through the typical college curriculum.
Personal development skills such as speaking before groups, parliamentary procedure, making introductions, promoting public relations,
organizing and carrying out activities, etc., can, however, be
fostered through the VICA collegiate organization.
This is a high level goal, since once a person has learned these
skills, -whether he goes into education or industry that he knows
about leaderships--and how to educate others about it, to better
themselves and to help get ahead.
High priority in the development of the T
top need in the T & I commUn.ity.

&I

student--a goal in

Teachers must have leadership training if we expect them to train
others in leadership development.
Essential to VICA growth.
A primary goal in all organizations.
Should be enhanced at the college level.
These abilities are needed by the local advisor and can best be
taught at this time.
With the emphasis in trade and industrial education on occupational
competencies, it seems important that collegiate VICA develops
leadership skills for the future teachers.
Advisors and instructors need leadership skills in order to instill
these qualities in their students.
High Priority - None
Low Priority - None
Least Priority
This need not be a distinction goal, it should be a by-product of our
organizations.
Suggested Revision to Goal Statement - None

158
Encourage Further Study and Research by Collegiate '.·lembers in
the Areas of Trade and Industrial Education and VICA
Extremely High Priority
Proof of accomplishment and future needs come thru research.
is an untapped resource that needs to be pursued.

This

High Priority
None
Low Priority
A subsidiary goal to #1.
Least Priority
Would best be accomplished by the business community.
Although research is important, it seems appropriate that this would
best be done by those who have experience in teaching and VICA
activities rather than neophytes.
Important, but better developed in other T

&I program activities.

Research is a term misused, misunderstood and far too often an
exercise in futility. The gap grows wider every day as ivory tower
research replaces> meeting the needs of the real world outside of the
ivory tower.
This is cutting into the students load that he/she is already carrying, and enough time could not be dedicated to justify any results.
Depends on the makeup of the membership.
Undergrad? In-service?

Graduate studies?

Most collegiate VICA members do not have the time or resources to
formally study and research T & I ed. and VICA.
A good teacher education program should cover this.
This activity is important but needs for other activities are most
important and vocational study centers at universities can accomplish
this task.
I believe this goal is accomplished by many of the other activities
outlined in this paper. It is certainly important, but I believe
that promoting leadership, establishing a communication network,
recruiting members into teacher education will accomplish this goal
as well.
a collegiate goal I had to rank it in the least priority area
simply because it is the responsibility of the teachers training
institution to continually encourage further study and research
in these areas.

As

Suggested Revis ion to Goal Statements·
None

159
Encourage the Pursuit of Continuous Education Consistent to
the Needs of the Individual Selected Career Objectives
Extremely High Priority
Only by encouraging continuing education can we hope to recruit
people into teacher education programs.
High Priority ·
A primary goal that encompasses #14.
Low Priority
Such interest should come naturally if the T
is of high quality.

&I - VICA program

Least Priority
This should be done in all facets of education anywhere.
Good idea but not a VICA function.
Collegiate members are already in college and have selected a career
objective.
This should be done with or without a VICA Chapter. VICA could be
a motivational tool to reach this goal but it isn't very important
for a VICA chapter to spread a large amount of time on.
This goal is too broad and not clear as to its intent. It seems that
collegiate members should have their career objectives well in place.
This does not register for an organization goal. Members by virtue
of association in the Collegiate VICA will be right on this topic
(hopefully).
When you curry leaders, when you recruit teachers, you are encouraging end results that require means such as pursuing education.
Not necessarily for a VICA objective.
All of us should be involved in this goal but it doesn't seem that
it should be a specific goal of the collegiate association.
Suggested Revision to Goal Statement
None

160
Enhance the Image of Vocational Education and VICA
Extremely High Priority
Our image, though improving, still is extremely low. "Academia"
still does not take Vocational Education as a serious, viable
alternative to "traditional" education.
For myself this is an important goal--in our dept. the
education major, is looked upon as a lower status job,
cerning pay and prestige, as compared to the technical
It should be emphasized that education is the backbone
technology and industry.

vocational
both conmajors.
of all

This activity is crucial to the success of our (T&I) programs
and students.
This has to be a goal everyone works toward.
A continuing process which we all must work at to continually improve
our image.
High Priority
This goal inherent to VICA survival.
Low Priority
None
Least Priority
Poorly stated.
I believe that the image of vocational education and VICA speaks
for itself. Through the deeds that VICA performs the image of
vocati?nal education and VICA have gained respect:
Suggested Revision to Goal Statement
To enhance the image of Trade & Industrial education.

161
Establish a Communication Network Among Collegiate VICA Chapters
and State and National VICA Offices
Extremely High Priority
I personally feel that the present communication network is fair at
best. There is a possibility here for joint ventures of some
collegiate chapters.
How are we to achieve a "power block" that is capable of doing
significant things if we don't have unity and communication among
chapters?
Collegiate, state and national VICA offices have to commlU\icate in
a regular manner to accomplish all their goals.
Establishing a communication network among collegiate VICA chapters
and State and National VICA offices should be one of the main
priorities, so local chapters can be aware of what other chapters
are doing to enhance the image of vocational education. Also to
inform new collegiate chapters what is being done and what needs
to be done.
High Priority
None
Low Priority
None
Least Priority
Too broad a goal.

ll'ho would do this, individual chapters 1

Communication network is already available through VICA newsletters
and Tabloid.
If Goal statement number one (to assist, organize---stimulating
activities) is fostered, a concurrent outcome will be.the establishment of a communication network among state and national VICA offices.
It appears that this goal statement reflects a natural outgrowth of
an already established priority.
This result should follow with the establishment of more collegiate
VICA programs.
Communication network already exists via National VICA headquarters,
state organization and local chapter.
Suggested Revision to Goal Statement
None

162
Establish Collegiate VICA Regional Conferences
Extremely High Priority
This could enhance some joint ventures and certainly improve
CODDllunications.
High Priority
By establishing regional conferences collegiate members will be
allowed to learn together and share ideas. This is also a way
to better communication between chapters.
Low Priority
None
Least Priority
In our chapter, at least, funding and time available to attend such
conferences is extremely limited. We feel conferences are needed,
but think our entire chapter should attend, and not just one or
two representatives. At this time, it is technically impossible
for us all to be available simultaneously.
A foolish goal without having large numbers of members.· Numbers
are needed to make this meaningful.
Collegiate members do not have. enough money to travel to regional
conferences.
Collegiate VICA regional conference, although desirable, should not
as a goal, exceed the priorities given to self-development and
leadership training goals. Furthermore, in terms of actual dollars
spent, it appears that local development activities offer greater
long term benefits to the individual.
It is first necessarr to establish an interest in a national
conference before regional meetings take place.
The problem I see with this lies in that many collegiate members have
all they can handle financially as well as scholastically and could
not afford to attend such conferences.
This activity will be the result of expanded collegiate VICA activities.
Other items more important.
State Departments of Education function.
Regional activities have not proven important to the overall objective
in preparing teachers for VICA.
Until collegiate VICA grows, it will be difficult to have regional
conferences .
This goal .supports goal IH.
We are too small for this to be effective:

maybe in 10 - 20 years.

Because of low membership at the present time these conferences
should continue to be held during the national meetings.
Suggested Revision to Goal Statement
None

163
Foster and Maintain a Supporting Interest in Trade and
Industrial Education
Extremely High Priority
Overlaps--leadership development goal.
High Priority
•A good goal for the support of VICA.
Low Priority
None
Least Priority
If a member already doesn't have an interest in Trade or Industrial
education, he/she is in my opinion in the wrong field or club.
Suggested Revision to Goal Statement
None

164
Foster the Competencies that Individuals Need to be VICA
Chapter Advisors
Extremely High Priority
Amatures teach amatures to be amatures.
teach others to be competent.

Only competent persons can

Absolutely top priority. New advisors need to be not only skillful
in the nuts and bolts, but also shot through with the VICA spirit.
There is no substitute for the passion that a VICA-trained advisor
will bring to his/her population of students.
Without the proper training to collegiate members the secondary and
post-secondary students will not have efficient advisors in the future.
The strnegth in the future VICA organization will come from the degree
of competence our T & I teachers possess in VICA advising.
A majority of collegiate members will be VICA advisors sometime in
their life.
It appears that a major problem confronting VICA at the secondary
level is a paucity of advisors who possess the types of attitudes
and personal skills required to operate a successful club. Hopefully, collegiate VICA can serve as a training ground for future
secondary and post-secondary VICA leadership positions.
This shot,Ud be ~l priority. Collegiate VICA should strive to develop
the best instructors possible in order for these instructors to pass
on their knowledge and training to their students who in turn may
become teachers &etc.
After an individual has gone thru such a goal, when he goes into an
educational job at either secondary or post-secondary, if there is
the response for forming a VICA club or even stepping into an already
established club, he/she will know what is expected of him/her.
Tilis is the most important goal statement because the success of the
VICA program in each club and the achievement of the individual student
are solidly based on the competencies of the advisor.
Without strong advisors you will have limited success.
Prospective VICA advisors would do a better job as a VICA advisor
if they have the opportunity to be a VICA member.
Tilis is the central point of the entire collegiate association.
thing else comes from here.

Every-

The greatest deterrant to establishing VICA chapters at the local
level has been an excuse by instructor of not knowing the (how).
This goal statement should be incorporated into this teacher
education programs as a ~·
A primary goal that also encompasses goal

~16.

How can future teachers teach programs they do not know or understand?
H Priority.

Tilis is what collegiate VICA is all about.

One of the main priorities of collegiate VICA should be to help
potential VICA advisors better understand what VICA can do to help
his students gain an understanding of the need for leadership
abilities and an improved self-image.
To develop the backbone of the VICA organization, "competent advisors."
The local advisor is the key to a successful club and its ~ctivities.
High Priority - None

Low Priority - None

Least Priority - None

Suggested Revision to Goal Statement - ... VICA "chapter and/or section advisors."

165
Instill Within the Collegiate VICA ~!ember a Respect for and
a Solid Philosophy of Professional Organizations
Extremely High Priority
~ust

be one to train others.

Titis will help to support a continuation of and appreciation for
self-improvement of vocational teachers.
Professionalism is needed in every walk of life. Without a professional outlook or attitude the person can only become mediocre
not excellent.
Needed in T

& I very badly overlaps previous goal.

Without this, the one above cannot be accomplished.
High Priority
None
Low Priority
None
Least Priority
Titis goal should be a natural result of utilization of the VICA
program.
Titis is a spin-off from the other goals and is a secondary benefit
of a sound and viable organization.
Titis goal seems to be rather ambiguous in that, is a member suppose
to always respect every professional organization or those that
deal with only industry and that to get ahead, he/she must belong?
Formulation of a solid philosophy, with a concurrent respect for the
organization, should not be treated as an end goal in itself. Such
qualities are a natural outgrowth of any goal professional development program, but are hardly goals which should stand by themselves.
"Perfect for the professional organization" is rather meaningless
unless it also ties in to the actual self-development which is the
bottom line goal of the organization.
A respect for professional organizations will come along with active
work in a professional organization: practicing leadership skills,
participating in and planning conferences, building communication
networks. Titis is an important goal, but one accomplished by other
goal statements in this paper.
It would seem to me that the fact of being a member of any organization supports a philosophy of professionalism.
A respect for professional organizations can be gained through the
deeds of the organization and a better understanding of the organization.
Suggested Revision to Goal Statement
None

166
Promote Unity and Common Purpose to Remove All Vestiges and
Biases in Vocational Programs
Extremely High Priority
Work, and a respect for its dignity must necessarily include a
respect for the dignity of human beings who pursue it, regardless
of their race, religion, sex, or place of national origin. Divisiveness can be short-circuited by the conscious promotion of unity and
teamwork among diverse groups. VICA is in a unique place to provide
these experiences. I don't understand the use of the word "vestiges"
in this goal statement. Should it read "vestige of biases?"
Harmonious relationships are necessary, particularly among teachers.
High Priority
None
Low Priority
None
Least Priority
We don't feel there is a group "out to get" vocational education.
We feel the problem is that we haven't promoted ourselves enough
so that the public knows we are here and want to support us. If
the public know we are here and want to support us. If the public
know what we are doing there would be support, ~bias against us.
Individual schools and the state dept. of ed. should be responsible
for the removal of vestiges and biases in voe. programs.
PR will do this--show results and this will not be necessary.
Collegiate members will do this automatically--does not need to be
a goal statement.
I feel that this is already being accomplished better in voe. ed.
than in gen. ed. and does not need further emphasis.
Tilis will happen as other goals are accomplished--we need to maintain program identity to insure standards of quality. All the
unique characteristics of T &I are not present in Ag, DE, Home
Ed, Etc. and vice versa.
I don't know what this goal means to say "vestiges"--:of what?
Important for VICA and all of V.E. but not the highest priority for
VICA.
Tilis goal may be a priority item for the vocational teacher education
program but collegiate VICA does not focus on this area.
Quality vocational programs and well organized student (VICA)
organizations will eliminate biases on the merit of the program.
Tilis goal supports the goal of n' a primary goal.
feel this will come after college more so than during.
think that this goal bears a very close resemblance to the first
statement on page 4.
This is a humanitarian thing not a goal.
Suggested Revision to Goal Statement
Change the second "and" to the word "of"
In the spirit of the "unity and common purpose" expressed in this goal
statement, I would add" . . . and industrial programs." Tilat's a
divisive bias too.)

16 7
Provide the Building of an Improved Self-Image Through
Personal Achievement
Extremely High Priority
This goal will allow for the cultivation of new leaders.
The goals of collegiate VICA should be similar to those of secondary
and post-secondary VICA in the sense of fostering feelings of selfworthiness and pride in personal achievement" The collegiate VICA
organization should focus, to a great extent, on activities which
enhance the self-image. This goal statement is inseparable from
goal statement No. 4 inasmuch as building of leadership skills and
improvement if the self-image are interelated.
If an improved self-image is achieved through collegiate VICA then
new teachers can be more effective in assisting students' improvement over their self-image. This is one of the main objectives of
VICA.
High Priority
Counteracts the computer age of bureaucracy.
Low Priority
Self pride provides justification for helping others.
Should be a natural result of involvement with a VICA program.
Least Priority
Improved self-image is important however this should be a part of
a much larger goal of total development.
One has to improve their own self-image.
A good supportive goal for

~3

and 6.

Building an improved self-image through personal achievement also
speaks for itself--by feeling that one can help others to better
themselves through taking part in VICA activities. Helping others
take pride in themselves is a great personal achievement in itself.
Suggested Revision to Goal Statement
None

168
Recruit New and Assist Existing Collegiate VICA Chapters
Extremely High
This should be more of a push on the advisor part in VICA.
All colleges preparing students to enter the education field in T & I
should have active VICA chapters. These collegiate chapters can help
prepare future educators.
High Priority
#5-extremely high really. I believe this as almost the same as "to
recruit potential VICA advisors ... into teacher educ. programs.
Low Priority
Supports goal #1.
Least Priority
Important, but not as much as others.
Collegiate VICA chapters can only be inacted at colleges and universities offering VIED degrees. This number is not rarge enough warrant
the time and expense which would be involved in an actual recruitment and assistance program.
This is a self-supporting role and is not needed until a much later
date. Many other goals are more important at this time to get this
off the ground.
We need to gain unity and strength in existing chapters, and formulate
common worthwhile goals before we can consider expansion. Right now
we have little to offer to encourage a group to join us.
This goal is worthwhile, but at the present time assistance to
existing collegiate chapters should be of prime concern here.
Suggested Revision to Goal Statement
Possible to unite the small chapters of school that are in close
proximity.

169
Recruit Potential VICA Advisors and Trade and Industrial
Instructors Into Teacher Education Programs
Extremely High Priority
True because their isn't much an active VICA member can do after
graduation to continue in V!CA in some form.
Tilis should be of highest priority to insure continuation of competent
personnel in the field of Vocational Industrial Education.
Another top priority in the face of waning T & I instructor ranks.
Recruitment of bodies in general is important, but when the opportunity exists to recruit the best and the brightest--the young
enthusiastic members of collegiate VICA--we would be doing the
profession a disservice to ignore it.
Tilis activity will help to meet the demand for these teachers.
Most teacher education programs need all the recruiting help they
can get.
Teachers needed who understand T

& ed and VICA.

(As revised) We must train our T & instructors to utilize the
VICA program as an inteiril part of the curriculum.

Without advisors and instructors you will not have VICA.
Tilere is ·a critical need for VICA advisors who are well trained
through teacher education programs.
'ibe need for T & I instructors is critical and VICA advisors also
are in short supply therefore it is essential that all efforts to
recruit potential advisors and instructors be promoted.
Recruiting potential VICA advisors and trade and industrial
instructors into teacher education programs should be one of the
main priorities of collegiate VICA because with a good VICA
advisor a school that possibly never supported VICA can come
to understand what VICA is doing for students.
High Priority
VICA and the need for T & I educators is growing. 'ibere is a need
to recruit advisors and educators for future education.
Low Priority
Almost redundant to all other goals.
Least Priority
'ibis is a worthy goal but would be difficult for collegiate VICA
to achieve.
This may be an indirect happening but is a function of state departments or agency depts. and teacher-educators not VICA members.
Suggested Revision to Goal Statements
(Combine with above statement--to recruit new and assist existing
collegiate VICA chapters.) To recruit trade and industrial instructors
as VICA Advisors.

170
Suggested Goal Statements
Second Iteration
train collegiate VICA members in the use of the achievement program
as an integral part of the occupational education curriculum;
somewhere we need to stress "INTEGRAL PART OF THE CURRICULUM;"
establish program that will give a member going into education an
opportunity to work with students in secondary or post-secondary level
above what is required in his/her major;
assist collegiate VICA members in developing skills in planning a
program of work relevant to the occupational interests and needs of
their students; and
develop a better understanding between academic and vocational teachers.

Collegiate VICA Goal Statements
Third Iteration
Goal Statement
encourage further study and research by collegiate VICA
members in the areas of Trade and Industrial Education·
and VICA;
foster the competencies that individuals need to be VICA
advisors (THE WORD CHAPTER WAS DROPPED);
develop collegiate VICA chapter activities that involve
business. industry AND LABOR;
encourage the pursuit of continuous education consistent
to the needs of the individual selected career objectives;
enhance the image of vocational education and VICA;
recruit potential' VICA advisors and Trade and Industrial
instructors into teacher education programs;
develop respect for the dignity of work;
assist, organize, and implement stimulating VICA activities
at the local, district, state and national levels;
recruit new and assist existing collegiate VICA chapters;
establish a communication network among collegiate VICA
chapters and state and national VICA offices;
promote unity and common purpose to remove all vestiges
OF biases in vocational programs;
develop skills in leadership and leadership training;
establish collegiate VICA regional conferences;
instill within the collegiate VICA member a respect
for and a solid philosophy of professional organization;
provide the building of an improved self-image through
personal achievement; and
foster and maintain a supporting interest in Trade and
Industrial Education.

Extremely
High

Priorities
High

Low

Least
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Collegiate VICA Goal Statements
Elimination Sheet
Please place a circle around any statement you believe should be
eliminated as a collegiate VICA goal.
assist, organize and implement stimulating VICA activities at the
local, district, state and national levels.
develop collegiate VICA chapter activities that involve business,
industry and labor.
develop respect for the dignity of work.
develop skills in leadership and leadership training.
encourage further study and research by collegiate VICA members in
the areas of Trade and Industrial Education and VICA.
encourage the pursuit of continuous education consistent to the
needs of the individual selected
career objectives.
,
enhance the image of vocational education and VICA.
establish a communication network among collegiate VICA chapters
and state and national VICA offices.
establish collegiate VICA regional conferences.
foster and maintain a supporting interest in Trade and Industrial
Education.
foster the competencies that individuals need to be VICA advisors.
in~till within the collegiate VICA member a respect for and a solid
philosophy of p~ofess!onal organizations.

promote unity· and common ptll'pose to remove all vestiges of biases in
vocational programs.
provide the building of an improved self-image through personal achievement.
recruit new and assist existing collegiate VICA chapters.
recruit potential VICA advisors and Trade and Industrial instructors
into teacher education programs.
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Collegiate VICA Goal Statements
Comment and Revision Sheet
Please place any comments concerning collegiate VICA goal statements
below. In addition, please list any suggested revisions to the goal statements. ·(Be sure to reference the goal statement you are writing about).

17~

APPENDIX N
THIRD ITERATION COMMENTS
BY PANEL OF CONSULTANTS
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The 22 conunents emerging from the third iteration are quoted
as follows in their original text.
1.

recruit new and assist existing collegiate VICA chapters.
Conunent:

2.

There should be collegiate VICA in every Trade
and Industrial teacher education program.

"recruit potential VICA advisors and Trade and Industrial
instructors into teacher education programs" should read
"recruit and train Trade and Industrial instructors as
VICA advisors; to recruit outstanding workers (?) in
Trade and Industrial into teacher education programs."
(This would include and/or focus on VICA alumni who are
obtaining work experience. Let's not lose them!)
Note:

This may be the beginning of a joint goal with
VICA alumni.

3.

"enhance the image of vocational education and VICA"
should read "enhance the image of Trade and Industrial
Education and VICA."

4.

"foster the competencies that individuals need to be
VICA advisors" should read "train collegiate VICA
members in the competencies necessary to become
advisors who utilize the total VICA program as an
integral part of the occupational curriculum (e.g.
Achievement program)."

5.

"provide the building of an improved self-image
through personal achievement" (this is wordy and
unclear) should read "improve self-image through
personal achievement in VICA activities and the
Trade and Industrial Education teacher education
program."

.6.

7.

"develop collegiate VICA chapter activities that
involve business, industry and labor" should read
"develop collegiate VICA chapter activities that
involve business, industry and labor as an integral
part of the collegiate VICA program; to train future
VICA advisors to involve business, industry and
labor as an integral part of all aspects of _the
occupational curriculum and VICA activities."
"encourage further study and research by collegiate VICA
members in the areas of Trade and Industrial Education
and VICA" should read "encourage further study and activity
(e.g. membership in trade-related organizations and
conferences) in trade and industrial education and VICA."
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8.

"provide unity and common purpose to remove all vestiges
of biases in vocational programs" should be changed to
read "promote unity and common purpose in all vocational
trade, industrial, technical and health education programs."

9.

Consideration should·be given to the varying characteristics
which make up individual Collegiate VICA chapters. Although
the extreme goal statements do not reflect these differences,
those close to the extremes do indicate a need for this
consideration.

10.

I enjoyed the comments immensely. They were largely cognant
and persuasive--they really helped me rethink some of the
goal statements.

ll.

"assist, organize and implement stimulating VICA activities
at the local, district, state and national levels" should
be combined with "foster the competencies that individuals
need to be VICA advisors."

12.

If what we mean is "to provide potential VICA advisors with
the skills to organize and implement . . . " then I would
recommend an extremely high rating. However that seems to
overlap the competencies for future advisors and leadership
goal statements.

13.

I have marked the goals to the best of my ability. The one
dealing with respect, dignity and personal improvement should
not actually be installed as goals since such actions should
be part of one's own character. I listed these in the low
and least category.

14.

"recruit new and assist.existing collegiate VICA chapters"
is a bit unpractical when one considers the travel cost
involved. I doubt whether much could be done without personal appearances.

15.

"enhance the image of vocational education and VICA" and
"provide the building of an improved self-image through
personal achievement" have a lot of overlap. Probably could
combine.

16.

Leadership development throughout the student's vocational
training is essential to develop an appreciation of its
qualities, standards and importance of T & I ed and the need
for professional involvement at all levels of T & I ed, in
order for T & I ed to survive.
Take a lesson from Ag--they know what FFA is at high school
level and they don't get to be teachers without a strong
background in the Ag leadership development programs.
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17.

"foster and maintain a supporting interest in Trade and
Industrial education" should have "and VICA" added to it.

18.

"establish a communication network among collegiate chapters
and state and national VICA offices" should be revised to
read "participate in communications with State and National
Department of Education personnel and Legislative bodies."

19.

'
I still
think that our goal for "dignity" is essential.

20.

I found it interesting that some of the goal statements were
divided between very high and very low, with no middle ground.
What does this mean? Should these be eliminated?

21.

establish the VICA program as an integral part of the Trade
and Industrial teacher education curriculum should be added.
(This means throughout the program, not just one course
in "Leadership Development" for all vocational education
majors where the State Director's for Vocational Student
Organizations are invited in every other year for a ~ hour
presentation!)

22.

I have not indicated that any of the goal statements be
dropped because they all have merit. It is difficult to
criticize anyone's ideas or philosophies concerning this
organization. I respect all of the statements as presented.
If it were possible, many' more could be added, but when
you profess too many it is hard to put the needed concentration on the ones that should have top priority. I
still feel strongly about the goal on communication. It
would be meaningless to have the best and exacting goals
without top priority devoted to communication.
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FORMULATION OF GOALS FOR THE
COLLEGIATE ORGANIZATION OF THE
VOCATIONAL INDUSTRIAL CLUBS OF AMERICA
by
Richard Lee Ross
(ABSTRACT)
Problem Statement
Although the collegiate organization of VICA was officially
established in 1975, an appropriate list of goals has not been developed.
The problem addressed in this study was the lack of specific direction
for the collegiate VICA organization.
Research Procedures
The goals were developed by administering three Delphi iterations
to a thirty-member panel of consultants.

The panel was comprised of

ten collegiate VICA chapter advisors, six collegiate VICA chapter presidents, four student members of the National Collegiate VICA Planning
Council, two National VICA Board of Director's members, two National
VICA staff members, two National VICA resource persons, two State
Supervisors of Trade and Industrial Education and two State VICA Directors.
In addition, a lexical analyst and five-member advisory committee were
utilized to examine and assess the panel of consultant's responses compiled after each Delphi iteration.

A forced-choice rating_ scale was

utilized by the panel of consultants to determine the priority of each
goal.

Findings
The 16 goals formulated in this study in
1.
2.5.

orde~

of priority are:

develop skills in leadership and leadership training;
assist, organize and implement stimulating VICA activities
at the local, district, state and national levels;

2.5.

foster the competencies that individuals need to be VICA
advisors;

4.

recruit potential VICA advisors and Trade and Industrial
instructors into teacher education programs;

5.

enhance the image of vocational education and VICA;

6.

develop collegiate VICA chapter activities that involve
business, industry and labor;

7.

foster and maintain a supporting interest in Trade and
Industrial Education;

8.

establish a communication network among collegiate VICA
chapters and state and national VICA offices;

9.

instill within the collegiate VICA member a respect for
and a solid philosophy of professional organizations;

10.

provide the building of an improved self-image through
personal achievement;

11.

recruit new and assist e.xisting collegiate VICA chapters;

12.

develop respect for the dignity of work;

13.

encourage the pursuit of continuous education consistent
to the needs of the individual selected career objectives;

14.5.

encourage further study and research by collegiate VICA
members in the areas of Trade and Industrial Education
and VICA;

14.5.

promote unity and common purpose to remove all vestiges
of biases in vocational programs; and

16.

establish collegiate VICA regional conferences.

Conclusions and Recommendations
On the basis of the findings, the major conclusions and
recommendations include:
1.

There are 16 goals which have been formulated for the
collegiate organization of the Vocational Industrial
Clubs of America;

2.

The 16 goals can be categorized into three priorities;
"Extremely High or High Priority," "Medium Priority,"
or "Low or Least Priority."

This prioritizing can allow

individuals to assess each goal within its proper perspective
and thus allow for a finer appreciation of the importance
of each goal; and
3.

The VICA Board of Directors and delegates to the 1980
Collegiate Forum should adopt the 16 goals as the official
goals of the collegiate organization of the Vocational
Industrial Clubs of America.

